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ABSTRACT
This study primarily investigates the content and subtypes of stereotypes that Black
students hold towards Black students who listen to Rock music. The secondary aim of
this study was to explore ethnic group differences in music listenership, especially
with regard to Rock and Rap/Hip-Hop genres, which are associated with White youth
culture and Black youth culture respectively. Using a Likert type scale, participants
indicated the frequency with which they listened to Rock, Rap/Hip-Hop, Country, and
Classical music genres. Results indicated that most Black respondents either rarely or
never listened to Rock while most White respondents listened to Rock either
occasionally or most of the time. Rap/Hip-Hop was the most popular genre among all
respondents.
Further results of this study also indicated the presence of a measureable stereotype
consisting of 31 stereotypic attributes that Black students hold towards other Black
students who listen to Rock music. The specific stereotype, identified by this study, of
Black students who listen to Rock music contained two subtypes, namely the Sociable
Unique Artistic, Free-spirits subtype and the Odd Deviant and Boisterous subtype.
The Sociable Unique Artistic, Free-spirits subtype included attributes that were more
positive in comparison to the Odd Deviant and Boisterous subtype which contained
negative stereotypes.
Suggestions of how future research can build on or extend the information gained
from the present study were also made.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 General introduction
Music preference has been the subject of numerous studies (Christenson & Roberts,
2001; Rentfrow & Gosling, 2003; Tanner, Asbridge, & Wortley, 2008) which indicate
that a number of factors influence music preference. Some argue that the type of
music that one chooses to listen to depends on the context (North & Hargreaves,
2000). Others emphasise the role of the listener's personality traits as important
predictors of music preference (Billings, 2000; Kopacz, 2005; McNamara & Ballard,
1999; Rentfrow & Gosling, 2003; Schwartz & Fouts, 2003; Took & Weiss, 1994).
Other factors that influence music choice include demographic variables (Christenson
& Roberts, 2001; Savage, 2006; White, 2001), social and political factors (Boloka,
2003; Simonelli, 2002; Waddington, 2004; Wicke, 1990) and even emotional state
(Baker & Bor, 2008).
Stereotype research in conjunction with music preference is varied. Some studies have
looked at stereotypes associated with people who listen to different types of music
(Rentfrow & Gosling, 2007). Some music genres are associated with positive
stereotypes. People who, for example, listen to classical music, are often stereotyped
as being well educated (Savage, 2006), intelligent, mature, and refined (Tekman &
Hortacsu, 2002). Other genres, again, are associated with negative stereotypes.
Rap/Hip-Hop, for example, is associated with misogynistic thinking (Adams & Fuller,
2006; Cobb & Boetcher, 2007) and listening to Heavy Metal Rock is often associated
with antisocial behaviour and drug use (Baker & Bor, 2008). Then again, some music
genres are stereotypically associated with listeners from certain racial and ethnic
groups more than others are. For example, Rap/Hip-Hop is a genre that people
generally consider a Black genre while most consider Rock a White genre
(Christenson & Roberts, 2001).
Other research again has explored the concept of in-group stereotyping, where
members of a group hold stereotypes of their own group (Shiraev & Levy, 2004),
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often in order to make their group distinct from other groups (Van Rijswijk, Haslam,
& Ellemers, 2006). People who deviate from in-group stereotypes or norms can be
judged harshly by group members with a strong identification with the group
(Marques, Abrams, Paes, & Hogg, 2001).
There is lastly research on the content of stereotypes of people who prefer certain
music genres (Adams & Fuller, 2006; Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Rentfrow &
Gosling, 2007; Tekman & Hortacsu, 2002) as well as research on racial and ethnic
stereotypes (Gilbert, 1951; Karlins, Coffman, & WaIters, 1969; Katz & Braly, 1933;
Madon et aI., 2001). However, research that focuses on the stereotypes Black people
hold towards Black people who listen to Rock music, is lacking.
1.2 Aim and questions posed
The general aim of the present study is to explore the content of stereotypes that
Black students hold towards other Black students who listen to Rock music. The
secondary aim of this study was to explore ethnic group differences in music.
listenership, especially with regard to Rock and Rap/Hip-Hop genres. The rationale
behind this study is that Rock music in South Africa is anchored as a White genre
(Christenson & Roberts 2001). Previous research indicates that in-group members
who are perceived as deviating from the in-group are usually judged more harshly
than comparable out-group members (Biemat, 2005; Marques & Yzerbt, 1988).
Research also indicates that Black people are negatively stereotyped if their behaviour
is perceived by other Black people as more typical of White people and therefore not
appropriate for Black people (Harris, 1998; Rudwick, 2000). However, the first issue
to be investigated is whether most Black participants do or do not listen to Rock
music. The frequency with which participants listen to Rock music will be explored.
The second idea to be researched is whether Black participants who do not listen to
Rock music hold or do not hold any specific stereotypes of Black students who do
indeed listen to Rock music. To this end, the study will look at the content of
stereotypes that Black participants hold towards Black students who listen to Rock
music. The strength with which the participants hold these stereotypes will also be
analysed. The stereotypes will then be analysed to see if they contain any subtypes.
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Finally, should any subtypes emerge, the correlation between music preference and
the stereotype subtypes will be investigated.
The first hypothesis of this study is that most Black participants will report that they
do not listen to Rock music. The second hypothesis is that Black participants who do
not listen Rock music hold stereotypes ofBlack students who listen to Rock music.
1.3 Overview of chapters
Chapter two focuses on Social Identity Theory and its understanding of stereotypes.
First, the chapter introduces the principles of Social Identity Theory. It describes
social identity as it relates to a person's self-concept. Thereafter, social categorization
theory, in-group favouritism and perceptions of people who deviate from in-group
norms, will be discussed. The second part of chapter two concentrates on stereotypes,
including the process of stereotyping, the social identity approach to stereotyping, the
functions of stereotyping, factors that influence the tendency to stereotype, in-group
and self stereotyping, stereotype content, and how stereotypes are maintained.
Chapter three pays particular attention to stereotypes as they relate to music
preference. It begins with a description of the different factors that influence music
preference including personality factors, demographic variables, social and political
factors, as well as emotional state. The chapter concludes with a description of some
studies on the content of stereotypes associated with music preference and the socio-
historical influence on music preference in South Africa.
Chapter four contains a description of the research method used in this study whilst
chapter five is a description of the analysis and results of the study.
Chapter six contains the discussion of the results as they relate to the aims, hypotheses
and the literature. The discussion considers the extent to which the aims were fulfilled
and the hypotheses were found to be acceptable or not. The limitations of the study
and recommendations for future research are explored. The chapter ends with the
conclusions drawn from the study.
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Chapter Two
Social Identity Theory and Stereotypes
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will look at Social Identity Theory (SIT) as a perspective from which to
understand stereotypes. The point of departure will be an introduction to Social
Identity Theory, social categorization and the division of the social world into in-
groups and out-groups. Next a description of stereotypes and the process of
stereotyping will be given, followed by the factors that increase the tendency to
stereotype. Only a brief discussion of the notion of self-stereotyping and stereotype
content follows, as these concepts will be further elucidated in subsequent chapters.
The chapter ends with a brief discussion ofhow stereotypes are maintained.
2.2 Social Identity Theory
Human behaviour can be understood from individual perspectives and from group
perspectives (Ng, 2000). In their interaction with others, people can either relate from
a personal perspective or they can relate from the perspective of their group
membership, thereby treating them as members of different social groups (Ng, 2000).
Groups provide a sense of social identity which involves a collective sense of self
(Hogg & Abrams, 2007). It is a sense of who one is on the basis of one's group
membership (Hogg & Abrams, 2007; Ng, 2000). According to Social Identity Theory
people's self-definition and evaluation is based on the groups to which they belong
(Hogg & Abrams, 2007).
SIT further states that people strive to maintain a positive social identity which is tied
to people's evaluation of the group they belong to. A person who is a member of a
group will want that group to have a positive image and will want to evaluate it
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positively, as it informs part of his or her social identity. People usually belong to
multiple social groups and have social identities tied to each group to which they
belong; social identity is therefore context-specific and dependent on the relative
salience of a certain group membership in a given context (Hogg & Abrams, 2007).
In contexts where group membership is salient, the difference between groups affects
interaction between group members (Dovidio, Gaertner, & Saguy, 2009). However, as
mentioned, people have multiple group memberships, each of which may be more or
less important in a given context (Dovidio, Gaertner, & Saguy, 2009). For example, at
a rugby match between a person's university team and another university team, a
person's social identity as a member of the university will be more salient. However,
in the context of walking into a room full of adults, a teenager's identity as a teenager
may be more salient.
2.2.1 Self-concept: Personal identity and social identity
A person's self-concept is what a person thinks of himself or herself. It is comprised
ofpersonal identity and social identity as well as evaluations of these aspects (Hinton,
2000). People are motivated to have an accurate self-concept, compare it to how
others think of them and always strive to enhance it. People furthermore employ
whatever strategies they can in order to protect themselves and maintain a positive
self-concept (Ng, 2005).
Personal identity is the aspect of the self-concept that allows the people to see
themselves as being unique in terms of views and behaviours (Hinton, 2000). People
who act in terms of their personal identity act with their own individual goals and
desires in mind (Strets & Burke, 2000). Personal identity is based on personal traits,
idiosyncratic achievements and features which are unrelated to group membership
(Goethals, 2007; Myers, 2010; Ng, 2005). People seek to view their personal
achievements and qualities positively in order to maintain positive self-evaluation
(Goethals, 2007). Hitlin (2003) argues that values are at the core of personal identity.
This enables people to manage their various social identities.
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In comparison to personal identity, social identity is made up of those aspects of the
self-image that stem from group membership. It entails the perception of the self as
belonging to a certain social group and having some form of attachment to that group
(Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Social identity also involves an emotional attachment to the
groups to which people perceive themselves as belonging to. Social identity enables
people to perceive themselves as being similar to others in the group and having
views that are similar to those of others in the group (Ng, 2005; Stets & Burke, 2000).
It involves perceiving things in a similar way and acting in the same way as others in
the group (Stets & Burke, ·2000). It fulfils a person's need for self esteem,
distinctiveness, for inclusion, belonging and validation of beliefs and perceptions
(Myers,201O).
People may socially compare themselves either with the in-group or the out-group. If
the in-group maintains positive evaluations regarding its norms, characteristics,
behaviour and general way of life, it could be the basis of a positive self-image. If,
however, the group's status is relatively low, its internal positive identity may be
threatened by salient comparisons to an out-group of a higher status (Tajfel, 1982).
Whether people's social identities are positive or negative depends on how thegroups
that form part of social identity, are evaluated; positive evaluations contribute to
positive social identity whereas negative evaluations contribute to a negative social
identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1979).
Whether personal identity or social identity is activated in a given context depends on
their relative salience in a given context (Stets & Burke, 2000). Certain situations may
make social identity more relevant and others, personal identity. For example,
personal identity may be activated in a job interview where personal characteristics
and achievements are more salient rather than social allegiances.
Conceiving of oneself and others as belonging to one group or another involves an
awareness of different social categories and then actually placing people into these
categories. The following section will explore this process of social categorization.
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2.2.2 Social categorization
Social Categorization Theory (SCT) is a theory that is closely linked to SIT. The
essence of this theory is that people automatically place others into categories
(Goethals, 2003). This process of categorization is cognitive in nature and is
considered to be highly adaptive. It allows people to quickly assign incoming stimuli
to pre-existing categories (Hogg, 2001). In order to save time and mental effort,
people categorize objects by paying attention to a few diagnostic cues instead of
attending to every detail (Hogg, 2001; Operario & Fiske, 2001). Categorization occurs
with both social and non-social stimuli.
Social categorization entails the comparison of others, as well as the self (Hogg,
2001). It refers to perceiving people as being members of specific groups or
categories rather than distinctive people (Stangor, 2000). People in the same social
group tend to be viewed as more similar to each other and less dissimilar, whereas
differences between groups tend to be exaggerated (Goethals, 2003). For example,
people may view those who listen to Rock music as being similar to one another
whilst viewing those who prefer Rock music as different from people who prefer to
listen to hip-hop music.
As well as categorizing others, people also categorize themselves as belonging to a
certain social group (Mackie & Wright, 2001). In categorizing themselves, people
perceive themselves in terms of characteristics that they have in common with other
group members and that they consider definitive of the group (Mackie & Wright,
200I). When people perceive themselves in this manner, they also adopt norms and
attitudes that are characteristic of the group (Mackie & Wright, 2001). In categorizing
themselves as being similar to others, people create the expectation to agree with
those similar to themselves (Mackie & Wright, 2001).
According to SCT, interaction between groups is determined by social identity; when
people identify with the in-group, they are more likely to behave like other in-group
members. Conforming to the in-group is more likely when in-group identity is most
important to people (Fiske & Taylor, 2008). Threat or intergroup conflict can make
distinctions between groups more salient, and when distinctions are more salient
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perceived homogeneity within in-groups and within out-groups is increased (Fiske &
Taylor, 2008).
People can be assigned to a variety of categories based on different signs of group
membership, for example skin colour, gender or even dress code. This study
specifically focuses on how people categorize others based on music taste. Although
it saves time and effort, categorization also exaggerates .the differences between
groups and perceived homogeneity within groups (Hogg, 2001) as mentioned.
Through categorization people perceive in- and out-groups to be homogenous
although out-groups tend to be perceived as more homogenous in comparison to in-
groups (Hogg, 2003).
People perceive members of groups to be more or less typical of their category (Crisp
& Turner, 2007). For example, Stepanova and Strobe (2009) investigated how facial
features and skin tone affected the degree of perceived racial typicality. In their study,
participants judged African Americans with darker skin tone and faces with more
Afrocentric facial features, as being more African American (Stepanova & Strobe,
2009). This implies that certain features tend to be perceived to be typical of the
African American category. Those who are regarded as highly typical of a category
are referred to as prototypes. These prototypes then define social categories (Crisp &
Turner, 2007).
According to SCT, people are prone to viewing others by comparing them to a group
prototype (Goethals, 2003). A group prototype includes a "fuzzy set of attributes that
define the ideal thoughts, feelings, and behaviours of members of those groups"
(Goethals, 2003, p.16). The group prototype describes what is considered the typical
member of a category or group in terms of the characteristics associated with that
group (Stephan et al., 1993; Operario & Fiske, 2001); it is the mental representation
of associations between group labels and certain characteristics that are ascribed to
that group (Operario & Fiske, 2001; Stangor & Schaller, 2000). For example, the
prototype of a chair might be that it has four legs, a box base, a back rest, and is made
of wood; this would be the protypical chair even though it is not true of all chairs
(Hinton, 2000).
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According to this prototype model, a person forms an impression of someone usually
by comparing this person to the category prototype. If there is enough overlap
between the person and the category prototype, the perceiver assimilates this person
into the category (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996; Operario & Fiske, 2001). The
perceiver thus assimilates people into the group prototype and does not perceive them
in terms of their unique attributes (Goethals, 2003).
Social categorization theory essentially holds that people automatically place others
into categories (Goethals, 2003) and expect those belonging to the same category to
possess common characteristics (Mackie & Wright, 2001) which differ from those of
other groups (Hogg, 2001). Group members also differ in terms of how much they are
regarded as typical of the category to which they belong, often based on comparison
to the category prototype (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996; Hinton, 2000; Operario &
Fiske, 2001). This social categorization essentially leads to people creating groups to
which they themselves belong and to which others belong. In the literature authors
refer to in- and out-groups. The following section will look at this division of people
into groups more closely.
2.2.3 In-groups and out-groups
SIT maintains that people automatically divide the world into in-groups and out-
groups (Goethals, 2003). Group membership is based on a sense of commonality,
which has multiple origins such as ancestry, attitudes, beliefs, values, language, norms
and many others (Triandis & Trafimow, 2001). In-groups are the groups that people
perceive themsleves belonging to whilst out-groups are groups that they perceive
themselves as not belonging to (Triandis & Trafimow, 2001).
Being a member of a social group is not equivalent to group identification. According
to Tajfel (1982), achieving group identification requires a cognitive component, an
evaluative component and an emotional component. This means that one has to first
be aware of being a member of a given group, ascribe certain implied values to the
group, and have an emotional investment in being a member of that group and to
know how the group is evaluated (Tajfel, 1982). According to SIT, people use fellow
group members as trustworthy information sources with regard to consensual norms
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and expect to agree with them (Myers, 2010). People with a strong sense of social
identity may be more motivated to categorize people as 'us' and 'them' (Myers,
2008).
Tajfel (1982) describes two characteristics of intergroup behaviour. The first
characteristic is that in-group members' behaviour towards out-groups becomes
increasingly uniform. The second characteristic is that out-group members come to be
perceived less as varying in characteristics and more as a unified category devoid of
variability (Tajfel, 1982).
People's group membership greatly influences their self-image and self-concept
(Tajfel & Forgas, 2000). The ability to distinguish a person's own group from other
groups is thus especially important in this regard (Tajfel & Forgas, 2000). Social
groups seek to be positively distinct from other groups. Maintenance of this
distinctiveness is necessary in order for the group to continue being part of a person's
sense of social identity (Tajfel & Forgas, 2000).
Goethals (2003) discussed the impact of personal and social identity on a person's
self-esteem. According to SIT, personal identity and social identity both have an
impact on a person's self-esteem. The difference between social identity and personal
identity is the source of the sense of identity. The foundation of personal identity is a
person's own personal accomplishments whereas people base social identity on the
groups that they belong to and the relative value attached to those groups. According
to this theory, people are motivated to have a positive evaluation
of both themselves and the groups to which they belong.
Social Identity Theory (SIT) holds that people's identification with social categories
moulds their perception of the social context that they are in as well as their behaviour
in that context (Brown, Eller, Leeds, & Stace, 2007). SIT holds that comparisons
between social groups serve a vital role; differentiating a person's own group from
other groups often leads to a strengthening in identification with the person's own
group (Brown et al., 2007). Creating a view of opposition in which people identify
with their own group and view other groups as having fewer positive attributes than
their own group, strengthens in-group identification (Brown et al., 2007). In relation
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to this study, one may ask whether participants who do not listen to Rock music (in-
group) view those who do indeed listen to Rock music (out-group) as having fewer
positive traits and whether perceptions of the in-group are similar or different from
those of the out-group.
In categorizing the world into in-groups and out-groups (Goethals, 2003) and through
having a tendency to perceive homogeneity within out-groups and marked differences
between in-groups and out-groups (Goethals, 2003; Hogg, 2003), together with the
need to view the in-group more positively than out-group (Hogg & Abrams, 2007),
people tend to be positively biased towards their in-group (Turner, Brown, & Tajfel,
1979). This in-group favouritism ~ill be looked at more closely.
2.2.3.1 In-group favouritism
In-group favouritism, also referred to as intergroup bias, refers to a person's
inclination to have a relatively positively biased view of the group he or she belongs
to, viewing it more favourably than an out-group and its members (Hewstone; Rubin,
& Willis, 2002), especially in contexts where such favouritism is unfounded (Turner,
Brown & Tajfel, 1979). To enhance social identity, group members have a tendency
to favour the in-group over the out-group (Dovidio, Gaertner, & Saguy, 2009;
Goethals, 2003, Turner, Brown, & Tajfel, 1979).
Studies indicate that peoples' reactions to in-group stimuli are often more positive
than their reactions to out-group stimuli presented unconsciously (Operario & Fiske,
2001). In their study on facial familiarity, Zebrowitz, Bronstad, and Lee (2007)
observed that participants reacted more negatively to unfamiliar faces or to the
appearance ofunfamiliar people of another race than to their own race. These findings
support the idea that people favour those they perceive to be similar to themselves
over those who are regarded as members of out-groups. People also reward and
cooperate more with in-group members (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
The function of this in-group favouritism is to protect the in-group status (Goethals,
2003; Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002). In this manner, positive distinctiveness from
other groups is preserved (Turner, Brown & Tajfel, 1979), positive social identity is
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provided and positive self-esteem of in-group members is created (Hewstone, Rubin,
& Willis, 2002). Since a person's social identity is tied to his or her group
membership, people seek to maintain positive social identity.
In line with SIT, De Cremer (2001) notes that in-group favouritism serves as a means
of maintaining self-esteem - particularly collective self-esteem. In De Cremer's
(2001) study on the differences in in-group favouritism, those high in public
collective self-esteem were more likely to show in-group favouritism than those who
were low in public collective self-esteem.
For in-group bias to occur there are a few conditions that should be met. People have
to posses some in-group identification, and the group to which they belong has to
form part of their self-concept (Turner, Brown, & Tajfel, 1979). The basis of
comparison between the in-group and out-group should be relevant, salient or
important in that context (Turner, Brown, & Tajfel, 1979). The in-group and out-
group should be comparable on some dimension, and there should be some ambiguity
in the dimension along which the groups are compared (Turner, Brown, & Tajfel,
1979).
Given that group members place high value on the groups they belong to, they then
identify with these groups, experience a shared sense of commonality with in-group
members and want their groups to have a positive image. Deviation from group norms
will have certain consequences. The next section focuses on this aspect.
2.2.4 Deviation from the in-group
Deviance exists when people or groups are categorized as being different from the
majority or when they categorize themselves as being different from the majority
(Marques, Abrams, Paez, & Hogg, 2001). Deviant groups that disagree with the
majority may experience difficulty in changing the deviant label or they could find a
way of making that label beneficial to them (Marques et al., 2001).
Group members negatively evaluate in-group members who deviate from normative
group standards of behaviour (Marques et al., 2001). They tend to view deviant group
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members as possessing attributes that are inherently different and bad (Marques et al.,
2001). Marques et aI. (2001) consider the possibility that perceiving others as deviant
could be a means of self-protection from facing or altering a person's attitudes and
behaviours - of altering a person's identity. Group deviants are perceived as a threat
by other group members because they are less prototypical in comparison to other
group members, thereby weakening the consensus of the group (Myers, 2010).
Deviant in-group members face the possibility of being harshly criticised by other in-
group members. "The Black Sheep Effect" is a concept that explains this criticism of
deviant in-group members. The term "Black Sheep Effect" describes the tendency to
view likeable in-group members in a positively biased manner and to view unlikeable
in-group members negatively in comparison to similar out-group members (Biernat,
Vescio, & Billings, 1999; Jones, Haslam, York, & Ryan, 2008; Marques & Yzerbyt,
1988; Marques et al., 2001). In a sense, in-group members punish deviant in-group
members for their deviance. The degree to which in-group members punish deviants
depends largely on the type of group, especially the extent to which the group adopts
a collectivistic or individualistic culture (Myers, 2010). The former may be more
inclined to punish a deviant more harshly than the latter.
According to Hams (1998), the end of racial segregation in the United States of
America gave people freedom to choose who to interact with and where they wanted
to live; some African Americans adopted White mainstream culture. Those who
behave in counter-stereotypic ways (such as adopting White mainstream culture) are
viewed negatively and given negative stereotypes by the dominant Black culture.
These stereotypes include "Oreo" "Uncle Tom" "Sell Out" "Coconut" (Hams, " ,
1998), and "acting White" (Fordham & Ogbu, cited in Schneider, 2004).
Jones, Haslam, York, and Ryan (2008) found that in instances where group members
perceived an in-group member as having bullied an out-group member, the in-group
expressed liking for their group in general but displayed less liking for the bullying
group member. They also judged the bullying individual group member as more
deserving of punishment than the whole group. In comparison, when informed of the
bullying behaviour of a person from a certain group, members of an unrelated group
perceived both the bully and the bully's in-group as unlikeable and as deserving equal
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punishment. In a sense, the in-group sacrifices the deviant in-group member in order
to preserve the overall integrity and image of the in-group.
In Begue's (2001) study, the Black Sheep Effect was observed when French Catholic
participants with high religious identification judged a Catholic who had an abortion
more negatively than a neutral target who had done the same. Biernat, Vescio, &
Billings (1999) regard the Black Sheep Effect as a type of in-group favouritism
through which in-group members seek to preserve the overall positive image of the
in-group by rejecting a deviant, unfavourable in-group member more than they would
a comparable out-group member. This is exactly what happened in Begue's (2001)
experiment.
Marques et al. (2001) provide the following possible explanations for the Black Sheep
Effect. The nature of in-group favouritism is that in-group members are viewed more
favourably than comparable out-group members. Despite being part of the in-group,
deviant or unlikeable in-group members are not evaluated with the same in-group
bias. The reason offered for this is that in-group members who are liked, add to a
positive image of the group whilst unlikeable, deviant in-group members tarnish the
group's image. In order to preserve the overall group image, deviant person in-group
members are rejected in comparison to a similar out-group member.
According to the model of subjective group dynamics, in-group members do not
automatically evaluate deviant group members for their deviance; whether or not
other group members negatively evaluate a deviant in-group member depends on the
nature of the deviance. The effect the deviance has on group norms is important in
this regard. Other in-group members judge in-group members who deviate from
group norms more harshly, especially if they deviate from valued group norms or
group achievement (Marques et aI., 2001).
Viewing in-group members as conforming to group norms serves to enhance positive
social identity. Therefore, people positively evaluate in-group members who conform
to group norms. The shaming of deviant in-group members works as a way of
maintaining positive social identity by imposing a sense of cohesion (Marques et aI.,
2001). Punishment of deviant group members serves to reinforce group values by
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punishing unwanted deviant behaviour that does not reflect group norms (Myers,
2010).
This chapter so far has looked at the concepts of SIT, in-groups and out-groups, social
categorization, in-group favouritism and deviations from the in-group. SIT describes
human behaviour from the perspective of group membership and identification. Social
identity is the aspect of a person's identity that is tied to group membership (Hogg &
Abrams, 2007; Ng, 2000). People view the world as consisting of in-groups (groups to
which they belong) and out-groups (groups to which they do not belong) and seek to
maintain positive distinctiveness of in-groups over out-groups in order to preserve a
sense of positive social identity (Goethals, 2003; Tajfel & Forgas, 200~). Social
categorization is the part of SIT that explains how people automatically place others
into categories based on a few diagnostic cues that signify group membership
(Goethals, 2003). Group members also differ in terms of how much they are regarded
as typical of the category to which they belong, often based on comparison to the
category prototype - a typical group member (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996; Hinton,
2000; Operario & Fiske, 2001).
The concept of in-group favouritism or in-group bias describes how group members
tend to view their in-group more positively than they view other groups (Goethals,
2003). In viewing themselves as belonging to a certain group, people assume to have
similarities with fellow group members and seeks to preserve valued group norms
(Mackie & Wright, 2001). The Black Sheep Effect describes that when group
members deviate from valued norms, they face criticism from group members who
may evaluate them more negatively than they would out-group members exhibiting
the same behaviour (Biemat, Vescio, & Billings, 1999; Jones, Haslam, York, & Ryan,
2008; Marques & Yzerbt, 1998; Marques et aI., 2001).
The next section of this chapter focuses on the process of stereotyping, self-
stereotyping, and the factors that influence a person's tendency to stereotype.
Categorization is regarded as the basis of the formation of stereotypes (Myers, 2010;
Tajfel, 2001). Stereotypes are applied to social categories. Stereotypical perceptions
minimise differences within social categories while maximising differences between
them (Abrams & Hogg, 2001). To follow is an exploration of the content of some of
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the stereotypes that people hold towards social groups, followed by a brief discussion
of how people maintain stereotypes.
2.3 Stereotypes and stereotyping
2.3.1 Explanation of stereotypes
Stereotypes refer to the perceived characteristics associated with particular social
categories or groups and are used by people to categorize others (Schneider, 2004;
Stangor, 2000). Allport (1954) conceptualises a stereotype as an "exaggerated belief
associated with a category" (p.187). A stereotype is not a category in itself; it is a
rigid idea that a person has about a category (Allport, 1954). Stereotypes are
consequences of categorization that are more social in nature and arise from
generalized beliefs about group members (Operario & Fiske, 2001). Holding a
stereotype entails believing that people have certain characteristics simply because
they belong to a certain social group (Weiten, 2004). The underlying premise is
therefore that a person can deduce what traits or characteristics people have by
knowing the social group to which they belong. People, for example, tend to hold
certain views about how people from different racial or ethnic groups should behave
(Schneider, 2004). These views tend to be rigid generalizations that are shared within
cultural groups (Goethals, 2003; Schneider, 2004; Stangor, 2000).
Stereotypes can be thought of as mental representations of social groups and can be
explained using the group schema model (Stangor & Schaller, 2000), the prototype
model and exemplar model (Operario & Fiske, 2001; Stangor & Schaller, 2000).
According to the group schema model group schemas are collections of beliefs about
characteristics of a social group (Stangor & Schaller, 2000). The prototype model
looks at stereotypes in terms of prototypes. If, for example, a person meets an
accountant and assumes that this person is 'nerdy', 'boring' and 'intelligent', the
perceiver is using prototypes in stereotyping. When perceivers thus hold strong group
expectancies but have little direct experience with the category, prototype-based
stereotyping is strongest (Operario & Fiske, 2001). People thus use the group
prototype (a mental representation of a typical member of the group) to make
assumptions ofwhat to expect from any given individual member of that group.
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Closely associated with the prototype model is the exemplar model. Exemplars are
specific individual category members that the perceiver has previously encountered
(Stangor & Schaller, 2000; Operario & Fiske, 2001). The exemplar model of
stereotypes regards group stereotypes as ideas that are represented by specific people,
i.e. the exemplars (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996). Perceivers then compare the person
from that category with examples from that category (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
According to this model, stereotyping occurs when a person from the category
matches the category exemplar, and when exemplar characteristics are then associated
with the target person (Operario & Fiske, 2001). If a person, for example, encounters
an accountant who is in fact, 'nerdy', 'boring' and 'intelligent' (Ford & Tonander,
1998), then this person will be a category exemplar that will then be the basis for
comparison with future members of the same group. However, people also hold
stereotypes about categories or groups they have had minimal contact or experience
with, so stereotyping occurs even without an exemplar basis (Stangor & Schaller,
2000).
Stereotypes serve to simplify the perception process and are used to validate
behaviour towards the stereotyped category (Allport, 1954). Stereotypes not only help
to speed up the perception process (Allport, 1954) but are also rigid generalizations
(Allport, 1954; Stangor, 2000). The question then arises whether they are accurate.
Allport (1954) acknowledges that stereotypes can develop even in the presence of
contradictory evidence; although he states that some have what he refers to as a
"kernel of truth" (p.185). The kernel of truth contained in them has become
overgeneralized over time; moreover, these stereotypes will inform future perception
(Allport, 1954). This suggests that these stereotypes can be somewhat accurate and
their origin is traceable to some element of truth. As Stangor (2000) observes, if there
was no degree of truthfulness to stereotypes, they would probably not exist.
However, even if some stereotypes have some truthful aspect in their origin, over time
this truth can become greatly exaggerated and over generalized (Stangor, 2000).
Moreover, some people hold stereotypes about groups with which they have not had
any direct experience (Stangor, 2000). Some research indicates that people have also
held stereotypes that are not true (Stangor, 2000). Stereotype content research on
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minority groups indicates that even when the behaviour of minority groups and
majority groups is the same, minority groups tend to be viewed more negatively
(Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996).
There are several answers to the question as to how these stereotypes are formed, The
following subsection will explain some of these perspectives.
2.3.2 The formation of stereotypes
Stereotyping refers to the process involved in the perception and categorization of
members of other groups; it refers to how stereotypes are formed (Operario & Fiske,
2001). The formation of stereotypes has both automatic and controlled elements
(Banaji & Hardin, 1996). It involves automatic categorization of people, and this
initial categorization can be the basis upon which subsequent interpretations are made,
resulting in the formation of stereotypes (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
From a cognitive perspective the process of stereotyping aids the speed with which
information is processed (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996). In stereotyping, a person relies
on stored information when confronting a new situation (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996).
In this way, rather than treating every new situation as unique, relying on stored
information in new situations helps to process information more quickly. Similarly,
people are understood by accessing information about the groups to which they
belong, rather than forming new, individually based impressions each time a person,
meets someone for the first time (Ford & Pomander, 1998).
Some people argue that stereotypes are formed through the creation of memory links
between social categories and the characteristics associated with the categories
(Stangor, 2000). That is, people store, in memory, the characteristics that they
associate with certain groups or social categories. When a person encounters a person
for the first time, the social group to which that person is perceived to belong, is
activated in memory (Ford & Tonander, 1998). When a social group is activated in
memory, the attributes associated with this social group are also automatically
activated (Ford & Tonander, 1998).
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Tajfel (1981) views the formation of stereotypes as a consequence of either cultural
transmission or personal experience over time in which labels attached to people
come to be associated with certain groups of people. When people do not know much
about a person, it is very likely that they will use information about the category that
he or she belongs to and assign certain characteristics to this person (Tajfel, 1981). In
some instances, stereotyping is a result of attention being focused on specific
behaviour of a person when that behaviour is already regarded as being characteristic
of the social group to which that person belongs (Tajfel, 1982).
Increased accessibility of stereotypes through exposure to social stereotypes makes
people more likely to form similar stereotypes (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996). A prime
refers to a cue based on previous experience that has an influence on current
perception (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996). Priming can affect how people perceive and
evaluate members of out-groups (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996). In Ford's (1997) study
on the effects of stereotypical portrayals on person-perception, findings indicated that
viewing stereotypical television portrayals of social groups becomes a prime to
subsequent person-perception. When people have watched stereotypic portrayals of
social groups, these stereotypes become more accessible and people are more likely to
use them to interpret behaviour (Ford, 1997). In Ford's (1997) study, participants who
viewed stereotypical portrayals of African-Americans later used these stereotypical
representations to interpret information about African Americans.
Another point of view regarding the formation of stereotypes is that stereotypical
television portrayals not only activate specific traits but also activate a broader
schema for those groups (Ford, 1997). Essentially, exposure to negative stereotype
portrayals is more likely to lead to negative judgments towards a target person from
the stereotyped group (Ford, 1997). There are also factors other than priming which
affect the likelihood of people using stereotypes in a given context.
A related view about the formation of stereotypes explains the formation of
stereotypes in terms of communication and conformity (Stangor, 2000). According to
this view, people can learn stereotypes through communicating with others, observing
them and conforming to the observed behaviour (Stangor, 2000). Therefore, in
communicating with people who have certain beliefs about social groups and seeing
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them behave in certain ways towards those groups, observers may conform to the
observed views and behaviour.
Lastly, perceived threat to social identity can also lead to stereotyping. In their study,
Ford and Tonander (1998) found that in situations where the in-group is negatively
distinguished from an out-group, the in-group member is more likely to perceive
group differences in a more biased manner. Stereotyping of the out-group in this
context is an effort to develop an own positive social identity (Ford & Tonander,
1998).
The following section looks more closely at stereotyping from the social identity
perspective.
Social Identity Theory (SIT) provides an explanation of stereotyping based on the
concept of social identity. As social identity is a part of their self-concept, people try
to maintain a positive social identity (Latrofa, Vaes, Pastore, & Cardinu, 2009) by
trying to positively differentiate the group to which they belong (in-group) from other
groups (out-groups) (Ford & Tonander, 1998). Stereotypes are thus used to categorize
in-group and out-group members in such a way that the in-group is positively
differentiated from the out-group (Ford & Tonander, 1998). The in-group is
represented in a more favourable light and members of the out-group are derogated in
order to protect the in-group (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
In-group favouritism is evident in the relative distribution and nature of stereotypes of
in-group and out-group members. People usually give in-group members more
advantage and give out-group members relative disadvantage when it comes to
stereotypes (Operario & Fiske, 2001). Stereotypes ofout-groups tend to be negative in
comparison to in-group members' positive evaluations of their own group.
One of the processes that contribute to this ,in-group bias is the illusory correlation.
According to Stangor (2000), illusory correlations occur in such a way that negative
stereotypes will often be given to minority out-group members. An illusory
correlation is often made between minority groups and negative or extreme behaviour
they engage in (Operario & Fiske, 2001). This is because when people come across an
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unusual group and a rare situation, they will often assume a correlation between the
two (Operario & Fiske, 2001). So, people are biased towards seeing their in-group
favourably and correlating negative behaviour with out-groups.
2.3.3 Functions of stereotyping
Stereotypes serve certain functions for people and for groups. For Tajfel (1981)
stereotypes fulfil certain group functions. They also serve a cognitive function,
preserve a person's value system, ideologise collective action and function to
maintain positive distinctiveness of group identity (Tajfel, 1981).
Tajfel (1981) suggested that stereotyping serves the major group functions of social
causality, justification and differentiation. He explained these as follows. The social
causality principle refers to the idea that stereotyping aids in gaining an understanding
of social occurrences. The justification principle refers to the notion that social
groups use stereotypes as ways of justifying their behaviour towards other groups.
This is a view that is similar to that of Allport (1954) who suggested that people use
stereotypes to justify behaviour towards the stereotyped group.
The differentiation principle as described by Tajfel (1981) has to do with the idea that
groups seek to be positively distinct from other groups in situations where
distinctiveness may be threatened or where a possibility exists that differentiation may
be negative for the in-group. Therefore, stereotyping is more likely in contexts where
a person's own group distinctiveness in threatened. This differentiation principle is
understood in the context of social comparison and the relative impact that an out-
group has on the in-group's image. Maintaining or creating a positively distinct
difference of a person's group from other groups is important in maintaining the
group's overall self-image (Tajfel, 1981).
Apart from the group functions of stereotyping that Tajfel (1981) describes, there are
also factors that influence people's and groups' tendency to stereotype others. The
following section describes some of these factors.
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2.3.4 Factors that influence the tendency to stereotype
There are factors which affect the likelihood that people will or will not engage in
stereotyping. According to the context-dependent model, the process of stereotyping is
contextually based and has a particular purpose within the context in which it occurs
(Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996). Stereotypical group representations differ according to
the context; the salience and relevance of a group category in a given context will
influence these stereotypical representations (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers,
2006). Depending on the relevance of a group category in a specific context, a
person's stereotypical views of the group will alter, as well as the reactions to
members of that group (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers, 2006). For example, in
the context of a job interview, competence is a highly relevant attribute. According to
Collange, Fiske, and Sanitioso (2009), a threat to a person's competence can affect
stereotyping.
The stereotype content model maintains that when a person's competence is
threatened by a target that may appear more competent, this target may be derogated
as, although competent, lacking in warmth. People who are stereotyped as having a lot
of warmth, will similarly be stereotyped as lacking in competence. For example, in
their study, Collange, Fiske, and Santisio (2009) found that participants perceived
Asians as competent but lacking in warmth in a context where the perceiver felt
threatened by Asian people's competence. As a way of protecting themselves from a
threat to their competence, they stereotyped Asians as lacking in warmth.
Groups that perceivers consider more salient are those that are easily identifiable,
such as women and ethnic minorities (Harper, 2007). The more salient a group
category is, the more likely it is that people will use stereotypes in relation to that
group (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers, 2006). However, in his study on the
stereotyping of non-religious students by religious students, Harper's (2007) findings
indicated that some impressions of nonreligious people are negative although
nonreligious people are not a highly salient or easily recognizable group. This
suggests that although salience of a category has a very significant influence on
whether people employ stereotypes, there are likely to be other influential factors.
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The perceived importance and power of a given group furthermore influences the
tendency to engage in stereotyping. Powerful people usually use categorical
assumptions rather than paying more individuating attention to or examining the
unique traits of their subordinates. That is, powerful people are more likely to
stereotype less powerful groups. This could be because powerful perceivers may lack
the motivation to form accurate impressions as well as the cognitive capacity to attend
to their subordinates. Stereotyping of subordinates may also be more desirable to
powerful perceivers who prefer to dominate others (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
According to Operario and Fiske (200 I) subordinates are less likely to form
stereotypes of power-holders and are more likely to form individuated impressions of
them. It seems that subordinates are more likely to pay more attention to unique
attributes of power-holders perhaps because it may be in their best interests to do so.
In this way, stereotyping tends to maintain the status quo. Both the power-holders and
disadvantaged groups, however, may accept the status quo especially if they believe
that the context follows appropriate social justice standards (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
Justification of the power differential status quo often contributes to its maintenance
(Operario & Fiske, 200I). If the power differential is either not questioned or people
regard it as fitting, there will be no efforts to change it.
For Madon (1997) stereotype strength, which refers to the strength with which people
hold stereotypes, affects the way in which they subsequently perceive members of the
stereotyped group. Weakly held stereotypes influence person perception less than
strongly held stereotypes. People are more likely to be certain that strongly held
beliefs are true, which increases the probability that they will make stereotypic
assumptions. People are likely to perceive stereotypes that they strongly associate
with a group, as homogenously distributed within that group (Madon, 1997). The
stronger the stereotype, the more likely it will.be regarded as true, and therefore the
more it will be used to inform person-perception.
Carter, Hall, Camey, and Rosip's (2006) study aimed to explore individual factors
that were associated with the tendency to accept social stereotyping. They were
particularly interested in finding people who acknowledged and believed that making
use of beliefs about social groups and differences between social groups was not
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detrimental but, in fact, functional. Their findings indicated an association between
people who accepted stereotyping with prejudicial and categorical thinking.
Therefore, people who engage in prejudicial and categorical thinking are more likely
to use stereotypes and to accept social stereotyping.
2.3.5 In-group and self-stereotyping
People do not only apply stereotypes to out-groups; they also apply them to the in-
group. As emphasized by SIT, groups seek to differentiate themselves from other
groups (Crisp & Turner, 2007). Therefore if in a given social context the in-group is
not clearly and distinctively defined, group members will seek to clearly distinguish it
from other groups (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers, 2006). The in-group can make
itself distinct by in-group stereotyping in which the in-group emphasizes its
distinctive features in order to differentiate it from out-groups (Van Rijswijk, Haslam,
& Ellemers, 2006).
An interesting feature of in-group stereotypes is that members of an in-group may
hold stereotypes of themselves that are similar to those held towards them by out-
groups (Shiraev & Levy, 2004). In their study, Simon, Glassner-Bayerl, and
Stratenworth (1991) found that with regard to specific traits, gay male participants
also viewed the gay male group in more stereotypical terms. Both gay men and
heterosexual men shared popular stereotypes of gay and heterosexual males.
In addition to in-group stereotyping, people can engage in self-stereotyping. Latrofa,
Vaes, Pastore, and Cadinu (2009) explain the distinction between in-group
identification and self-stereotyping as follows. In-group identification indicates the
extent of people's affiliation towards their group (Latrofa et al., 2009). This includes
positive feelings people have towards group membership, and it reflects their level of
commitment to the group (Latrofa et al., 2009). Expression of positive group
affiliation can be in the form of group membership being central to people's self-
description (Latrofa et al., 2009).
The idea of self-stereotypes dates back to earlier theorists such as Allport (1954) who
noted that as well as being stereotyped by other people, minority groups also hold
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stereotypes of other minority groups as well as of their own groups. Moreover, these
self-stereotypes tend to be similar to stereotypes held by other groups towards the
group in question (Allport, 1954). In the context of SIT, self-stereotyping is regarded
as perceiving and representing the self as a stereotypical in-group member (Latrofa et
al., 2009). It refers to in-group members holding stereotypes of their in-group and
assimilating themselves into those stereotypes (Biernat, 2005; Simon, Glassner-
Bayerl, & Stratenwerth, 1991). People use both negative and positive in-group
stereotypes are to observe, distinguish and make sense of themselves. With regard to
minority groups, self-stereotyping is said to occur when members of stigmatized
groups use both negative and positive stereotypes to describe themselves, rather than
using neutral or irrelevant traits that are not associated with the group stereotype
(Latrofa et aI., 2009).
Merely identifying with or liking the stigmatized minority group of which a person is
a member is not enough for a stigmatized person (Latrofa et aI., 2009). People who
belong to stigmatized social groups can still feel a sense of positive social identity by
focusing on aspects of their identity that they perceive to be of relative advantage
(Fiske & Taylor, 2008). People in stigmatized social groups may be inclined to self-
stereotype or view themselves in terms of stereotypical aspects of the group (Latrofa
et aI., 2009). In-group members' self-stereotypes can be similar to the stereotypes
held by out-groups towards the in-group (Shiraev & Levy, 2004).
According to Self Categorization Theory the process through which people categorize
themselves as group members involves depersonalization; this entails the decreased
perception of the self as a unique person and increased perception of the self as an
exemplar of a specific social group. Consequently, self-representation will be that ofa
typical, exemplary in-group member (Latrofa et aI., 2009). Rahimi and Strobe (2007)
indicate that people whose identities are devoted to their group membership and who
are unsure of their own self-attributes, will be more susceptible to forming, for
example, racial attitudes based on racial beliefs of others.
According to Latrofa et aI. (2009) and in line with SIT, self-stereotyping is also linked
to the need to feel accepted and to maintain psychological wellbeing. The experience
of being rejected by the advantaged group is likely to lead to disadvantaged group
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members forming stronger identification with their disadvantaged group. Identifying
with the disadvantaged and devalued group becomes a way of re-establishing the need
to feel accepted, since the out-group is perceived as not being accepting of them
(Latrofa et al., 2009).
For Latrofa et aI. (2009) self-stereotyping serves to maintain psychological wellbeing
among stigmatized social groups. In their study they found that Southern Italian
participants (who are historically stigmatized as being of low socioeconomic status in
Italy as compared to the Northern Italians) self-stereotyped as a way of maintaining
their psychological wellbeing (Latrofa et al., 2009).
High in-group identification (commitment and liking) and self-stereotypes can be
linked to high collective self-esteem and in-group favouritism (De Cremer, 2001).
Increased personal and collective self-esteem in Oswald and Lindstead's (2006) study
was associated with people's tendency to engage in selective self-stereotyping of
personality traits and physical traits. In their study on the content and function of self-
stereotypes, Oswald and Lindstead (2006) found that people not only engaged in in-
group stereotyping but were also more likely to report negative stereotypes as being
more descriptive of the group in general, while reporting the more positive
stereotypes as self-descriptive (Oswald & Linstead, 2006). These findings seem to
suggest that in situations where people have to choose between themselves and their
in-group, they will choose to protect their own image by using negative stereotypes to
describe the group and positive stereotypes to describe themselves.
In their study, Burkley and Blanton (2008) observed whether women would embrace
the negative stereotype that they have a lower mathematical ability than men do, in
order to protect their self-esteem. They found that women who were first given the
opportunity to endorse the stereotype that women have lower mathematical ability
than men, had their self-esteem protected when they later failed a mathematics test.
They furthermore found that women tended to hold on to the stereotype even more
after failing the mathematics test; this was especially the case with people who had
higher personal self-esteem. This corroborates the theory that people can self-
stereotype in order to protect their self-esteem (Latrofa et aI., 2009).
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In summary, this section has focused on the process of stereotyping, including factors
affecting the tendency to stereotype. Stereotypes are generalizations about how
members of certain groups behave (Goethals, 2003; Schneider, 2004; Stangor, 2000).
Some argue for the accuracy of stereotypes while others question their accuracy
(Allport, 1954; Stangor, 2000). People are more likely to think that strongly held
stereotypes are true in comparison to weakly held ones (Madon, 1997). Stereotypes
are related to information processing and memory (Ford & Tonander, 1998; Hilton &
Von Hippel, 1996). They can be based on prototypes that are thought to describe a
typical group member or on group exemplars that a person has previously
encountered (Hinton, 2000; Operario & Fiske, 2001). The tendency to stereotype is
increased through priming (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996), communicating and
conforming with others who hold certain stereotypes (Stangor, 2000), being in a
position of relative power (Stangor, 2000), the salience of a given attribute and social
group and the need to maintain positive distinctiveness from other groups (Collange,
Fiske, & Santioso, 2009; Haslam & Ellemers, 2006; Van Rijswijk,). As well as
stereotyping others, people can also engage in self-stereotyping, using in-group
stereotypes to describe themselves (Biemat, 2005; Latrofa et al., 2009; Simon,
Glassner-Bayerl, & Stratenwerth 1991).
The focus of the next section is on the content of stereotypes that people and groups
hold towards members of other groups, and sometimes toward members of their own
groups.
2.3.6 Stereotype content
Stereotype research does not only focus on how and why stereotypes are formed but
also explores the content of stereotypes. Stereotype content refers to peoples' beliefs
regarding the characteristic attributes of others; that is, the stereotypes attributed to
others (Madon, 1997; Operario & Fiske, 2001). Group stereotypes are likely to
contain beliefs that are ambivalent as well as ~ mixture of some positive but mostly
negative attributes (Operario & Fiske, 2001). They can differ along various
dimensions including the strength with which they are held, their valence, as well as
whether they are personally held, consensual or both (Madon, 1997).
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Much stereotype content research has been done on stigmatized social groups
including ethnic minorities, gay males (Madon, 1997; Simon, Glassner-Bayerl. &
Stratenworth, 1991), people with HIV and AIDS (Nduka-Agwu, 2005) to name a but
few. Other stereotype content research has also looked at stereotypes of groups that
are not necessarily stigmatized, like good-looking people (Van Leeuwen & Macrae,
2004).
The Princeton Trilogy studies (Gilbert, 1951; Karlins, Coffman, & Waiters, 1969;
Katz & Braly, 1933) were some of the first studies about stereotype content. They
looked at the content of ethnic and national stereotypes. The first of these was Katz
and Braly's (1933) study of the content of racial stereotypes held by a sample of
Princeton University students. They found that Princeton students held certain beliefs
about different ethnic groups and these beliefs were highly consensual among the
participants (Katz & Braly, 1933). Using the same method and attribute list, Gilbert
(1951) found that although the content of stereotypes remained the same, consensus
had changed. In contrast, and fifteen years later, Karlins et al. (1969) found that the
content of stereotypes had changed while consensus remained the same.
Since the Princeton Trilogy studies there have been many other studies of stereotype
content. Madon, et al. (200 I) attempted to replicate and extend the Princeton Trilogy
studies of the content of ethnic stereotypes held by Princeton students. Madon et al.
(2001) assessed changes in the content, consensus, and favourableness of ethnic
stereotypes. Their findings indicated high consensus in stereotypes and significant
changes in stereotype content.
The content of stereotypes of stigmatized groups specifically has been the focus of
some studies. Gay males are an example of a social group that different social groups
have historically stigmatized. Using checklists, rating scales and free response
measures, Madon (1997) studied the content and strength of stereotypes about gay
males. The main findings of her study indicated that stereotypes about gay males
included two main subtypes. Participants generally perceived gay males as possessing
positive female sex-typed attributes, although participants perceived these attributes
as violating male gender roles. In Simon, Glassner-Bayerl, and Stratenworth's (1991)
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study, findings indicated that both gay men and heterosexual men shared the popular
stereotypes of gay and heterosexual males.
In Harper's (2007) study some of the stereotypes held by religious students were that
non-religious people are faithless, rebellious, anti-Christian, hard-headed, hard-
hearted and opinionated. These were generally negative stereotypes. Nduka-Agwu
(2005) found that some of the stereotypes that people hold towards people with
HIV/AIDS include depressed, resentful, diseased, suffering, self-pitying, dependent
on others, and withdrawn. However, not all stereotypes are negative.
In their study, van Leeuwen and Macrae (2004) observed that people with attractive
facial features were evaluated more positively. According to this study, good-looking
people tend to be seen as happy, articulate, successful and wise, among other
characteristics, solely based on their attractiveness.
On examining the content of mother stereotypes, Ganong and Coleman's (1995)
findings indicated that there are stereotypes that are associated with different types of
mothers; namely, married mothers, stepmothers, divorced mothers and never married
mothers. Most of the characteristics that were associated with the married mother
stereotype contained positive attributes - more than stepmothers, divorced mothers
and never married mothers. For example, married mothers were considered to be
hard-working, protective, generous, warm and loving. Stepmothers were rated as
having fewer positive characteristics and participants also regarded them as
possessing negative attributes such as being unkind, unreasonable, less family
oriented, uninterested in raising children and not successful in marriage. Some of the
stereotypes associated with divorced mothers included being lonely, unhappy,
stressed and failures in marriage. Never married mothers in the study were associated
with more negative stereotypes and hardly any positive ones; they were stereotyped as
.being "failures as marital partners and as family members, and as being products of
unhappy families growing up. They are seen as impoverished, with grim prospects for
the future" (Ganong & Coleman, 1995, p.508). These studies each illustrated that
people can hold certain beliefs or assumptions towards others on the sole basis of the
groups to which others belong.
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Cultural stereotypes have been the focus of a number of research studies. The
understanding that people belonging to the same culture have shared beliefs and
practices, possibly contributes to the formation of cultural stereotypes. The cultural
approaches to stereotypes regard stereotypes as part of the information about social
groups that people from a given culture hold and share. These approaches are
concerned with how stereotypes are learned and transmitted; they focus on the role
that language plays in how different social groups are represented. This includes
looking at possible indirect sources of stereotypes such as family members, peers,
leaders and the mass media (Stangor & Schaller, 2000).
In South Africa, Black, Indian and Coloured people are seen as previously
disadvantaged groups. Different stereotypes are given to cultural groups with regard
to mannerisms, manner of speaking and other characteristics, and (as mentioned
before) in-group members sometimes hold the same stereotypes of their group.
Rudwick (2008), for example, studied perceptions of English-speaking Zulu people in
a KwaZulu-Natal township. Her findings indicated that Zulu people who speak
English in a manner that is considered excessively correct and devoid of an African
accent, are viewed negatively by other isiZulu speaking people. Zulu people who
speak English in this way are given labels such as "Coconut" or "Oreo", which imply
that the person is Black on the outside but White on the inside (Rudwick, 2008).
Despite being from a Black race, people who are labelled in this way are perceived as
having internalised values and culture seen as being those of white people (Stadler,
2008).
This dichotomous thinking is not only applied to Black people who are seen as
adopting the culture divorced from their own, but also to White people who are given
the label "wigger". This refers to a White person who has internalised a Black culture
or values; that is, a "wannabe Negro" (Stadler, 2008, p.344). The "coconut" and
"wigger" stereotypes are both divisive, implying that people should stick to what they
consider their "own" identity which contains specific rules regarding speech, dress
code, values and general behaviour.
Stereotype content studies furthermore look at stereotype subtypes, which are the
smaller subcategories of stereotypes. Subtypes provide an explanation for why
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stereotypes often contain contradictory items (Harper, 2007). For example, Madon
(1997) found that the stereotypes of gay men included both positive and negative
characteristics. Harper (2007) found that stereotypes of non-religious people also
contain both positive and negative characteristics. Nduka-Agwu (2005) found that the
negative stereotype about people with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
could be divided into three subtypes: the Needy Worrier, the Contagious Sufferer and
the Neurotic Risk-taker.
Horton, Baker and Deakin (2007) point to the effect that stereotypes can have on
stereotyped people. They note that stereotypes of senior citizens being cognitively and
physically slow tend to have a negative impact not only how they are viewed by
others but also how they view themselves.
The above are examples of research into stereotype content. Research into the content
of stereotypes associated with music preference will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 3. Essentially, stereotype content studies assess stereotypes, stereotype
subtypes, the strength with which stereotypes are held, their valence as well as their
inaccuracy (Madon, 1997). Stereotype content studies lay the foundation for
investigating how stereotypes contribute to or even create social problems (Madon,
1997).
2.3.7 Stereotype maintenance
Once formed, people maintain stereotypes through a number of processes including
biased information search and interpretation, biased memory, communication with
others who hold the same stereotypes and self-fulfilling prophecies (Stangor, 2000).
Biased information search and interpretation occurs when people respond to
stereotyped categories by relying on biased assumptions (Stangor, 2000). Information
that is consistent with a stereotype is often easier to retrieve than information that is
inconsistent with the stereotype. This is because stereotypes are stored in cognitive
representations. In this way, biased memory contributes to stereotype maintenance
(Stangor, 2000). When people encounter a person from a given social group, they will
access memorised information about the group to which that person belongs and can
use this information to make inferences about this group member.
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AlIport (1954) states that "a stereotype is sustained by selective perception and
elective forgetting" (p.190). He gives the example of the stereotype that Jewish people
are clever; stating that if a Jewish person was to achieve a certain goal, this would
activate the stereotype that Jewish people are clever. However, if this person were to
fail to achieve his or her goal, the perceiver would not try to amend the stereotype. In
this way, the perceiver is engaging in selective perception.
Another line of research has explored the behavioural confirmation of stereotype
content in the form of self-fulfilling prophecies (Operario & Fiske, 2001; Stangor,
2000). Just as self-fulfilling prophecies contribute to forming stereotypes, they also
contribute to their maintenance (Stangor, 2000). In self-fulfilling prophecies
expectations change the behaviour of the stereotyped person in such a way that they
end up acting in a way that is in line with the stereotype (Stangor, 2000). That is,
holding stereotypes can elicit stereotype-confirming behaviour which results in the
perception of the stereotype being true (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996; Operario &
Fiske, 2001). In other instances, it is the target group member, not the biased
perceiver, who elicits the stereotype-confirming behaviour (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
Coming across a small number of people who a person deems stereotypic is enough to
initiate stereotypes (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & ElIemers, 2006).
The view that the mass media play a significant role in the development and
maintenance of stereotypes, is not a new one. AlIport (1954) held the view that the
mass media support, renew and repetitively bombard consumers with stereotypes. The
media contribute to the reinforcement and maintenance of stereotypes (AlIport, 1954).
As noted by Allport (1954), newspaper reports on African-Americans tended to pay a
lot of attention to crimes committed by African-Americans and hardly any attention to
their achievements. The implication of this is that this type of biased reporting
sustains the stereotype that African-Americans commit most crimes in the United
. States.
Chideya (2006) similarly notes that people rely on the media to gain information
about the nature of other people and how to respond to them. This information is
frequently presented in a skewed manner (Chideya, 2006). For example, some movies
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in the USA and in South Africa have been criticised for perpetuating the stereotype of
the "tough guise of black masculinity" (Stadler, 2008, p.357) by having Black male
lead actors oppose authority, be aggressive, physically strong and generally
threatening. These portrayals reinforce stereotypical views of neighbourhoods
and townships (Stadler, 2008).
Dixon's (2008) study indicated that participants who watched network news were
inclined to underestimate African Americans' income and to hold stereotypes of
African Americans. Dixon (2008) offers some explanations for this: on the one hand,
it is possible that viewers engage in selective viewing, attending to information that is
consistent with their beliefs. Another possible explanation is the way in which news is
reported. The framing and relaying of concepts may affect viewers' judgment.
Jackson (20 I0) points to the stereotypical images presented in the United States media
about Islam and Muslim people since the terrorist attacks on September 11 th 2001. He
maintains that Islam and Muslims are often, even if unintentionally, associated with
terrorism or conflict. Jackson (2010) offers the view that the norms and trends
depicted in the media may be a reflection of the values held by the majority. This
view is echoed by Wall (2008) who holds that the stereotype of Muslims as radical
extremists is also perpetuated by media representations, emphasising the fact that
most people have never seen a suicide bomber anywhere else but on television or in
print media.
Under certain conditions, stereotypes can be challenged and changed. Categorical
beliefs can be revised and people can form individuated impressions when category-
inconsistent information is provided, and if the perceiver is motivated to change his or
her stereotypes (Operario & Fiske, 2001). This implies that when there is no
motivation to revise impressions, people continue to stereotype.
·2.4 Chapter summary
This chapter introduced the concepts of social identity, social categorization,
stereotype processes and the content of stereotypes. SIT is one of the theories that can
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aid in the understanding of stereotypes. Social categories or groups exist and obtain
distinctiveness because they are contrasted with other groups; that is, in relation to
other groups which are perceived as different (Hogg, 2003).
Stereotypes are consequences of the categorization process when applied to the self
and other social beings (Hogg, 2001; Operario & Fiske, 2001). They are generalized
exaggerated beliefs about groups (Allport, 1954; Operario & Fiske, 200 I).
Stereotypes are evident when people assume that attributes associated with the
category describe people in that category (Operario & Fiske, 2001).
SIT explains that in group relations, part of a person's identity is related to their group
membership; a concept called social identity (Ford & Tonander, 1998). People try to
positively differentiate the group to which they belong (in-group) from other groups
(out-groups) in order to maintain a positive social identity (Ford & Tonander, 1998).
Although stereotypes are generally regarded as generalizations that are not entirely
accurate (Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996), another line of reasoning is that stereotypes
are not always misplaced or wrong and are mostly accurate (Schneider, 2004).
Stereotypes contain a kernel of truth (Allport, 1954) although some stereotypes have
no basis in reality, and that sometimes the perceiver has had no direct contact with the
target group (Stangor, 2000).
There are a few perspectives that describe how stereotypes are formed, When
encountering someone from a certain social group, attributes that are associated with
that group are activated in memory (Ford & Tonander, 1998) and could be used to
make assumptions of that person because of their group membership (Ford &
Tonander, 1998; Operario & Fiske, 2001). Sometimes people use a group prototype or
a group exemplar as a basis for stereotyping (Operario & Fiske, 2001; Stangor &
Schaller, 2000). Stereotypes can also be activated through priming where certain cues
can make stereotypes more accessible (Ford, 1997; Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996).
Once formed, stereotypes are maintained through a number of processes including
biased information search and interpretation, biased memory, communication with
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others, and self-fulfilling prophecies (Stangor, 2000). These processes serve to
strengthen the conviction in stereotypes and ultimately to their subsequent usage.
An interesting feature of stereotyping, which is an integral component of subsequent
chapters, is that group members do not only direct stereotyping towards the out-
groups but they can also direct it towards the in-group. From a SIT perspective, self-
stereotyping involves perceiving and representing the self as a stereotypical ingroup
member, which may function as a way of preserving psychological well-being
(Latrofa et al., 2009).
The aim of the present study is to explore whether the dominant Black culture expects
all Black people to behave according to specific in-group stereotypes regarding Rock
music in South African youth specifically. Also of particular concern are subtypes of
these stereotypes. This is based on the assumption that music preference, especially
with regard to some genres of popular music, is divided along racial and ethnic lines
and Rock music is stereotypically anchored as a genre preferred by the White
population (Christenson & Roberts, 2001). Music preference will be discussed in
greater detail in the following chapter.
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Chapter Three
Music Preference and Stereotypes
3.1 Introduction
This chapter first looks at factors associated with music preference and the stereotypes
associated with people on the basis of their music preference. It begins to explore the
different factors that are associated with and may influence music preference. Then a
description follows of the stereotypes that are associated with certain music genres
and the stereotypes of people who prefer those genres. The chapter concludes by
looking at deviation from stereotypical music preference and how others respond to it.
3.2 Music preference
A wide array of music genres is available for music listeners to choose from. These
genres include Soul, Jazz, Rhythm and Blues (R&B), Hip-Hop and Rap, Reggae and
Dancehall, Classical and Opera, Country and New Country, Pop, Top 40, Alternative
(Punk, Grunge), Heavy Metal (Hard Rock), Ethnic (traditional/cultural), Techno
(Dance) (Tanner, Asbridge, & Wortley, 2008) and other genres. Music listeners are
largely responsible for constructing and ascribing meaning to the music they listen
and determining how it is used (Wicke, 1990). This section focuses on some of the
different factors that are associated with music preference that possibly make a person
more likely to listen to certain types of music more than others. In this section, some
general factors associated with music preference will be mentioned by way of
introduction. Then in the sections that follow, more specific factors will be discussed
in detail.
The formation of music preference is multifaceted with personality traits, peers,
siblings, personal experiences, social background, mass media and other
environmental factors each playing a role (Christenson & Roberts, 2001). The type of
music that a person chooses to listen to, can depend on the context. A person is more
likely to listen to a specific type of music in some contexts or settings than in others
(North & Hargreaves, 2000). For example, a person may be inclined to listen to a
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different genre of music when exercising than to a genre a person would listen to
when relaxing. North and Hargreaves's (2000) study investigated the influence of
context on music choice. Results indicated that participants showed preference for
music that they perceived to be appropriate for a specific situation.
Music preference can also play a role in identity formation. It is one of the tools that
people use to understand and express themselves (Delport, 2006; Kidd, 2002;
Laubscher, 2005; Took & Weiss, 1994; Wall, 2003). For adolescents, for example,
peer groups influence their sense of identity and belonging more than any other
source. Sometimes this sense of identity and belongingness which is tied to peer
group membership, can be different from that of the family or school (Tanner,
Asbridge, & Wortley, 2008).
Tanner, Asbridge, and Wortley (2008) conducted a study to investigate what
determined musical preference among a sample of high school students in Toronto.
Their results indicated that musical tastes varied according to racial and ethnic
identity, school experiences and cultural heritage. Findings strongly indicated that
musical taste was closely linked to the cultural practices of the participants' peer
groups. Some youth subcultures are also linked to preferences for certain music
genres which may form part of the subcultures' identity.
Some music genres have been linked to certain youth subcultures. Looking at the
Goth teen culture, Rutledge, Rimer, and Scott (2008) describe that although there are
subgroups within the Goth subculture itself, there are certain characteristics that are
generally descriptive of this subculture. According to these authors, the Goth
subculture attracts teenagers who have a have feelings of depression or anger, and
persecution. They may engage in self-harming activities, they may have suicidal
tendencies and may have experienced some form of abuse in the past. Teenagers who
identify with the Goth subculture often listen. to music that fuels their depressed or
angry feelings, and they also engage with people and activities that do the same
(Rutledge, Rimer, & Scott, 2008).
Adolescents can furthermore be drawn to the Goth subculture for a number of
reasons, including feelings of alienation and a need for social acceptance (Rutledge,
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Rimer, & Scott, 2008). Some look for a mode of self-expression, others feel
victimised or have been victimised. Other teenagers have difficulties in school while
others simply enjoy the music and the fantasy of the Goth subculture as well as the
attention they receive from members of the dominant culture (Rutledge, Rimer, &
Scott, 2008). The Goth and Punk subcultures have also become prominent in
contemporary South Africa (Mooney, 2005). Members of these subcultures are
usually White, middle class youths, and like other subcultures, provide a space in
which youth can experiment with and express their identity (Mooney, 2005).
Music preference is thus related to a wide variety of factors. The next subsection
focuses more specifically on the link between music preference and listeners'
personality traits as much research considers personality traits as one of the major
influences on music preference.
3.2.1 Personality traits and music preference
Research indicates that personality traits tend to influence aspects of music preference
(Billings, 2000; Kopacz, 2005; McNamara & Ballard, 1999; Rentfrow & Gosling,
2003; Took & Weiss, 1994). Extraverts, for example, have musical tastes that are
different from those of introverts (Billings, 2000; Kopacz, 2005). Other studies
indicate that music preference may also be related to a person's need for sensation
seeking (McNamara & Ballard, 1999). For example, preference for Rock and Heavy
Metal music has been correlated with sensation seeking (McNamara & Ballard,
1999). People tend to choose music genres that are compatible with their personality
traits and their personal issues; the music may satisfy or reflect the needs of the
person (Schwartz & Fouts, 2003).
Chamorro-Premuzic and Fumaham (2007) conducted a study with the aim of
exploring the link between individual differences and the use of music in everyday
life amongst a sample of 341 participants. Results of this study indicated that people
who were regarded as being open and intellectually engaged, used music in a more
cognitive manner by focusing on aspects such as the composition's structure or the
artists' performance. People categorized as neurotic, introverted and non-
conscientious were more likely to use music in a way that was related to their
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emotions. Others listened to music merely as a background to other activities.
Implications are that personality traits and cognitive ability influence music
preference.
In a series of six studies, Rentfrow and Gosling (2003) investigated and analysed the
music preference of over 3 500 participants. They wanted to specifically explore how
important music is to people, what the different aspects of music preference are, how
they can be identified and how they relate to aspects of personality. The results
indicated that participants believed that music played an important role in their lives
and that they listened to it frequently. Most participants reported that music was at
least as important as most of their other leisure activities. Participants believed that
the type of music they and others listen to reveals a lot about the type of people they
are.
Rentfrow and Gosling's (2003) identified four dimensions of music preference. They
were called the reflective and complex dimension (Classical, Jazz, Blues, and Folk),
the intense and rebellious dimension (Alternative, Rock, and Heavy Metal), the
upbeat and conventional dimension (Country, Pop, and Religious) and the energetic
and rhythmic dimension (Rap/Hip-Hop, Soul/Funk, and ElectronicalDance). In order
to arrive at these dimensions Rentfrow and Gosling (2003) gave participants tests of
personality, self-view and cognitive ability. The results of these tests were then
correlated with participants' music preference. Participants who preferred genres in
the reflective and complex music dimension were positively related to openness to
new experiences, self-perceived intelligence, verbal ability and political liberalism
whilst being negatively related to a social dominance orientation and athleticism.
Regarding the other dimensions, a positive relationship was observed between
participants who preferred the intense and rebellious dimension (Alternative Rock
and Heavy Metal) and openness to new experiences, athleticism, self-perceived
.intelligence and verbal ability. The upbeat and conventional music dimension
(Country, Pop, and Religious) was positively correlated with extraversion,
agreeableness, conscientiousness, conservatism, self-perceived physical attractiveness
and athleticism. It was negatively correlated with openness to new experiences, social
dominance orientation, liberalism and verbal ability. The energetic and rhythmic
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dimension of music preference (Rap/Hip-Hop, Soul/Funk, and Electronica/Dance)
was positively correlated with personality traits of agreeableness, extraversion,
liberalism, self-perceived attractiveness and athleticism, and it was negatively
correlated with social dominance orientation and conservatism (Rentfrow & Gosling,
2003).
In another study by Rentfrow and Gosling (2006), observers were able to correctly
deduce a number of psychological characteristics of targets they were unfamiliar with,
based solely on the targets' music preferences. In this study participants correctly
associated preference for country music with the emotional stability of the targets.
Preference for jazz was correctly associated with being intellectual, and preference for
music with vocals was also correctly associated with extraversion.
The results of the aforementioned studies seem to support the notion that there are
personality characteristics that can be accurately associated with people's music
preference. The studies suggest that people who listen to a specific music genre seem
to share some common personality characteristics. The implication is that some of the
stereotypes that are associated with people who hold preferences for certain music
genres, may have an element of truth to them, as also indicated in section 2.3. On the
other hand, research on the relationship between music preference and personality
identifies a number of other factors related to music preference. One of them is
demographic variables (Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Savage, 2006) which includes
factors like exposure to popular trends, social interactions, culture-specific
associations with different styles of music and country of residence (Rentfrow &
Gosling, 2006). The following subsections will address these demographic variables
affecting music preference.
3.2.2 Demographic variables affecting music preference
Some researchers assert that inferences about a person's music. taste can be made
based on knowledge of his or her demographic and background information
(Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Savage, 2006). According to Christenson and Roberts
(2001) "a 14-year-old, inner-city, Black male is almost certain to like Rap and just as
certain to detest Hard Rock" (p.80). Similarly, Savage (2006) maintains that classical
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music is often associated with being well educated and that ethnic minorities are less
likely to appreciate it.
White (2001) explored the assertion that demographic factors largely influence music
preference. Using the Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, White (2001)
explored the effects of class, age, gender, and race on musical preference of
Americans aged 18 and over, over a four year period. The main hypothesis was that
participants who were older, White, female and higher in the class hierarchy, would
like a wider variety of music styles than other participants. The term 'omnivorous'
was used to describe people who listened to a wide variety of music genr~s (White,
2001). The results of the study were mostly supportive of the hypothesis. Findings
indicated that a higher position in the social class hierarchy, being of an older age,
being female and White were positively related to omnivorousness.
Race and ethnicity are viewed as powerful predictors of music preference, with
preference for some genres being linked to certain ethnic groups more than others
(Christenson & Roberts, 2001; McCrary, 1993; Savage, 2006). Most radio stations,
for example, identify with certain racial and ethnic groups (Christenson & Roberts,
2001). According to Savage (2006), Rock and Heavy Metal music are distinctively
White and male. Rock music is closely tied to a White youth culture while Rap music
and Rhythm and Blues are tied to Black culture (Christenson & Roberts, 2001).
Although rhythm and blues is considered a Black genre and Rock and Roll, is
considered a White genre, they both derive from the same type of Jazz music
(Stratton, 2007). Moreover, some of the first Rock musicians were Black (Kirby,
2008) and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame has six Black artists among its eleven
inaugural members, namely Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Fats Domino, Sam Cooke,
James Brown and the Everly brothers (Kirby, 2008). Nevertheless, over time Rock
has come to be associated with White people over any other racial group.
In a study by Tanner, Asbridge and Taylor (2008) participants who preferred Hard
Rock were predominantly White, disliked Rap and Techno whilst Black participants
disliked Punk, Heavy Metal and Techno. Black youth conveyed a stronger preference
for Rap, Reggae, Soul and Rhythm and Blues than participants from other races and
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ethnicities. One of the secondary aims of the current study is to explore whether there
are indeed differences in music taste among a sample of university students from
different ethnic groups, focusing especially on Rock music Iistenership among Black
students.
According to Levy (2004), differences in musical taste between cultures cannot be
explained from a physiological perspective because of the relative insignificance of
cultural differences in sensory organs, the nervous system and the transmission of
sensory impressions (Shiraev & Levy, 2004). Therefore it is more likely that there are
other factors that account for the differences in musical preference between ethnic
groups and cultures. One of these is social and political factors.
3.2.3 Social and political factors influencing music preference
Some musicians use music as a medium to communicate their socio-political
frustrations in order for them to be also shared by others. According to Wicke (1990),
for example, Punk Rock (a subtype of Rock music) can be linked to the social and
class experiences of its listeners.
According to Paull and Morris (2008), Punk Rock is associated with nonconformity.
This genre emerged in Britain in the 1970's and was intricately linked to a specific set
of political ideas that challenged the existence of class distinctions. It grew not only
as a music genre but also as a subculture. Punk Rock departed from other genres in
that it expressed the concerns of the working-class youth at a time when Britain had
high rates of inflation and unemployment. The Punk subculture was inclusive of
music, a way of dressing and the adoption of a certain attitude. Punk music sought to
challenge class distinctions and the barriers brought about by the class culture. Punk
musicians held certain political beliefs, dressed in certain ways and had to adhere to
these standards. Over time, Punk grew not only as a music genre but also as a
subculture. Punk fashion also made its way into mainstream fashion (Simonelli,
2002).
Rap/Hip-Hop emerged as a style of music that spoke to the plight of young African-
Americans who were frustrated with their social conditions. This African-American
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style can be traced chronologically from Bebop in the 1940s, to Rhythm and Blues
(R&B) from the civil rights era, to Black pop in the 1950s, to Soul music in the 1960s
and finally to Rap music in the 1970s (Waddington, 2004). Waddington (2004) is of
the opinion that each of these musical styles is thought to have played a psychological
role, helping African Americans through different times of oppression and injustice.
Similarly, in South Africa, styles of Black music can be linked to distinct periods in
South African history (Boloka, 2003). Mbaqanga, also called Jive, arose out of the
townships of Johannesburg, followed by Bubblegum music in the 1980s, after which
Kwaito appeared in the 1990s (Boloka, 2003). Kwaito is thought to not only be a style
that emerged from the genres that came before it but it also emerged as a response to
the South African political, social and economic change in the 1990s (Boloka, 2003).
3.2.4 Music preference, emotional vulnerability and problem behaviour
Certain music genres are associated with emotional vulnerability and problem
behaviour. Mulder, ter Bogt, Raaijmakers, and Vollebergh's (2007) study investigated
the relationship between music preference and problem behaviour. Music genres were
categorized into six taste groups, which included Middle-of-the-Road listeners, Urban
fans, Exclusive Rock fans, Rock-Pop fans, Elitists, and Omnivores. Results of their
study indicated that Omnivores and fans of the Exclusive Rock category seemed to
have high scores on internalizing self-report measures and high scores on social
thought and attention problems. There also seemed to be some overlap as the findings
also indicated that Omnivores, Exclusive Rock, Rock-Pop and Urban fans had high
scores on measures of externalizing problem behaviour. Fans of the Middle-of-the
Road category, which included popular chart-based Pop music, seemed to be
safeguarded against problem behaviour (Mulder et al., 2007).
Other research indicates a correlation between young marginalized adults
experiencing psychological problems and a preference for Heavy Metal and Hard
Rock music genres (Schwartz & Fours, 2003). Chen, Miller, Grube, and Waiters
(2006) aimed to explore the relationship between music preference, substance use and
aggression. Findings of this study indicated that listening to Rap music was strongly
associated with problematic alcohol use, illicit-drug use and aggressive behaviours
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among the participants. Listening to Techno and Reggae music was also positively
associated with alcohol and illicit-drug use. Chen et a1. (2006) provide two possible
explanations for these findings. The first is that the aggressive behaviour and
substance use of young people may be related to their being frequently exposed to
music that refers to violence and using substances. The second explanation is the
possibility that there could be other factors linking aggression, music preference and
substance use. Music per se does not necessarily cause problematic behaviour but
may be more of an indication of the emotional vulnerability of listeners. Moreover,
some studies also suggest that music has a beneficial effect on adolescents in distress
and is often used as a method of emotional release (Baker & Bor, 2008).
On the other side of the behaviour spectrum, Leung and Kier's (2008) study aimed to
ascertain the relationship between music preferences and civic activism of young
people aged 14 to 24 years. Results indicated that young people who listened to
Classical music, Opera, Musicals, New Age, Easy Listening, House, World music,
Heavy Metal, Punk and Ska were more likely to be engaged in civil activism than
those who listened to other genres such as Rap/Hip-Hop and Pop.
These studies provide support for the assertion that certain social groups are more
likely than others to be drawn to specific music styles either because of peers,
emotional vulnerability or as a way of dealing with socio-political frustrations. The
fact that people can often make accurate inferences about others' characteristics based
on knowledge of the type of music they listen to or vice versa, can increase the
tendency to use stereotypes.
3.2.5 Socio-historical influence on music preference in South Africa
Musical preference in South Africa has been influenced by multiple factors. From a
historical perspective, it could be said that music preference was greatly influenced by
cultural factors, by broadcasting and what record companies, films and magazines
made accessible (Scheckter, 2006). During Apartheid, racial divisions and censorship
also largely dictated what people were exposed to and supplied with, even with regard
to music. Moreover, music genres were attached to the different racial groups as a
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way of clearly defining the boundaries of rnce and not encournging the mixing of
cultures (Scheckter, 2006).
A number of studies observed racial relations and contact in South Africa after
Apartheid (Dixon & Durrheim, 2003: Dolby, 2000; Finchilescu, 2005; Foster, 2000,
2005; Gaertner & Dovidio, 2005; Lameez, 2007; Rudwick, 2008; Strelitz, 2004;
Tredoux, Dixon, Underwood, Nunez, & Finschilescu, 2005). Dolby (2000) was
particularly interested in racial identity and taste in multiculturnl schools. She argues
that racial identity and taste which are tied to rncial identity in South African youth,
are largely influenced by global popular culture largely stemming from the United
States of America and Europe. In South Africa popular culture is presented along
racial lines. She conducted a study in a multirncial high school in South Africa in the
late 1990's in which she observed racial divisions with regard to taste, which included
musical taste and taste in clothing. In her view, this rncial division results from a
combination of the influence of rncial representations of global popular culture and
the remnants of Apartheid.
Dolby (2000) observed that although certain commodities were regarded by the
learners as belonging to Black, White, Coloured or Indian culture, the origin of those
commodities could not be linked to any of these racial groups in any clear-cut way,
including dress-code and taste in music. Rather than having any indigenous links to
Black, White, Indian or Coloured South Africans, these commodities were observed
to emanate from global popular culture and given certain cultural significance in the
school (Dolby, 2000). Taste at this school was observed as being part of students'
conception and construction of race, rather than an aspect of individual preference.
Some of the findings reported by Dolby (2000) with regard to students' construction
of taste along racial lines are that Black students regarded Rock music as White music
that was not listened to by Black people. Choice of clothing was also regarded by
most students as being typical of certain racial groups, and others shunned students
who did not adhere to these boundaries of dress code. In this way, it is made clear that
crossing the racial boundaries of taste is deemed unacceptable.
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On the other hand, cultural mixing has happened at different points in South African
history (Strelitz, 2004). Although Rock is a genre that is generally more associated
with White than Black listeners in South Africa, looking at the history of Rock in
South Africa, Scheckter (2006) notes that the introduction of Rock to South Africa
can be traced to the 1950's when rock was well received by White and Non-White
populations. The Black press including Drum magazine had review sections in which
they would review different Rock albums provided to them by record companies.
However, the government-controlled Publications Control Board banned non-White
music stations from playing Rock music out of possible fear that this would promote
the idea of racial mixing (Scheckter, 2006). The general population was told that this
separation was to foster a sense of pride in Black culture and community among
Black people.
In light of the above it seems that the racial differences in preference for Rock music
in South Africa were largely constructed through censorship. It is interesting to note
that even after Apartheid, preference is still largely racially skewed. In a consumer
survey of music listeners in Grahamstown, Scheckter (2006) found that 13 out of the
17 participants who disliked Rock, were Black.
For Scheckter (2006) there is, however, a growing trend towards the integration of
music styles in South Africa as evidenced by major radio stations incorporating
disparate musical genres in their programming. Listeners are afforded the opportunity
to learn and appreciate different types of music, largely because it is much easier to do
so through interaction with others, mass media and global trade (Shiraev & Levy,
2004).
Up to this point the focus of the chapter has been on some of the factors that are
associated with music preference. As the current study explores the content of
stereotypes associated with Black students who listen to rock music, the following
section will examine the content of stereotypes associated with different music genres
and with people who prefer them.
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3.3 The content of stereotypes associated with music preference
Certain images and characteristics may come to mind when a person thinks of the
prototypical Rap music, Heavy Metal Rock, Pop music or Classical music listener.
These may be images of someone who is, for example, of a certain age, from a certain
socio-economic background, dresses in a certain way and maybe even speaks or
conducts himself or herself in a certain way.
Rentfrow and Gosling (2007), and Rentfrow and McDonald (2009) examined
stereotypes attributed to people who prefer listening to certain music genres,
exploring the content of these stereotypes as well as looking at their validity. Their
results indicate that most participants hold certain stereotypes about fans of different
music genres. These include stereotypes about their personalities, their personal
qualities, and their alcohol and drug preferences. The results of these two studies also
indicate that each of the stereotypes about fans of certain music genres has some
element of truth to them. The reader may again be referred to the general comments
made in this regard in section 2.3 above. In what follows below the focus will shift to
stereotypes associated with music preference.
Classical music is a genre that is usually associated with being well educated. Ethnic
minorities are less likely to appreciate Classical music (Savage, 2006). Listeners to
Classical music were perceived by participants in the Tekman and Hortacsu (2002)
study to be refined, mature and relatively intelligent. Participants in Hall's (2007)
study had higher expectations of people with a preference for Jazz music, expecting
them to be more interesting, smart and cool. In Rentfow and Gosling's (2006) study
participants associated preference for Jazz with being intellectual.
Rock music is a genre that is widely regarded and stereotyped as being a White genre
(Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Scheckter, 2006). Participants in Tekman and
Hortacsu's (2002) study on perceptions of music taste among Turkish participants,
perceived people who listen to Rock music to be energetic, fun-loving, less wealthy
and relatively intelligent.
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Listening to Heavy Metal music has often been linked to different aspects of mental
state including antisocial behaviour, drug use and vulnerability to suicide (Baker &
Bor, 2008). Participants in Hall's (2007) study reported to have low expectations of
people who prefer Heavy Metal music. Specifically, they expected people who
preferred Heavy Metal to be less cool, less smart and less interesting. Participants
were less enthusiastic about having such a person as a potential roommate (Hall,
2007). Fans of Heavy Metal music are also stereotyped as sensation-seekers
(McNamara & Ballard, 1999). Research indicates that adolescents who listen to
Heavy Metal music and display antisocial behaviour also tend to have feelings of
detachment, low self-esteem and an unstable sense of identity (Baker & Bor, 2008).
Fried (2003) looked at the stereotypes that people hold towards Rap and Heavy Metal
music fans. Using a sample of 50 University students and 50 community members,
participants were given an open-ended free response survey in which they were
instructed to envision a typical Rap music fan and a typical Heavy Metal music fan.
Next they were asked to list as many traits as they could think of which they
associated with the music fans even if they did not personally think those traits were
true of all fans of that genre. Results indicated that stereotypes of fans of both genres
mostly included image traits. Fans of both genres were stereotyped as engaging in
destructive behaviours although some differences were observed in the nature of these
stereotypes. Rap fans were described in terms that were associated with being a threat
to society such as crimes against others, gang activity and aggression, whereas Heavy
Metal fans were described in terms of traits that were more related to self-destructive
behaviours. Rap fans were described using terms that reflected race and
socioeconomic background. Fried (2003) interpreted this as possibly reflecting the
participants distinguishing Rap fans as out-group members. Some associate Rap
music with people who are energetic, fun-loving and of lower socioeconomic status
(Tekman & Hortacsu, 2002).
Reyna, Brandt, and Viki (2009) conducted three studies in which they aimed to
explore the stereotypes associated with Rap music and hip-hop culture in the United
States of America and in the United Kingdom. Results indicated that there were
persistent negative stereotypes associated with Rap. They found that most of the
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negative stereotypes of Rap were associated with stereotypes of Black people, such as
laziness and associated with discrimination against Black people (Reyna, Brandt, &
Viki, 2009).
Sullivan's (2003) study explored the differences in the perceptions of Black and
White adolescents in a city in the Midwest of America, towards Rap music. Findings
indicated no significant differences in music preference between Black and White
participants, with most of the overall sample indicating that Rap was a popular genre.
Although African American participants did report listening to Rap more than White
participants, the difference was not significant. Black participants were more likely to
report dressing similarly to Rappers and to use words and phrases that rappers do,
while only one White adolescent reported to dress like a rapper and a few reported
using similar words and phrases. White adolescents were also more likely than Black
adolescents to say that listening to Rap had affected their opinions on racism. The
hypothesis that Black adolescents would be more knowledgeable about different Rap
musicians was supported.
One of the stereotypes associated with Rap music is that the lyrics promote a
misogynistic ideology (Adams & Fuller, 2006). Cobb and Boettcher (2007) evaluated
this theory. The aim of their research was to explore whether exposure to misogynistic
Rap music increased sexism among listeners. Hostile sexism as well as benevolent
sexism significantly increased after exposure to nonmisogynistic Rap which contained
no sexist lyrics at all, but the two types of sexism did not increase after exposure to
misogynistic Rap containing sexist lyrics, which the authors did not expect.
Conrad, Dixon, and Zhang (2009) conducted a content analysis of Rap music videos
that appeared on three popular music channels. Consistent with some of the
stereotypes surrounding Rap music, their results indicated that materialism and
misogyny were the most prevalent themes. Moreover, according to their analysis,
female characters in the music videos were more likely to appear as sexual objects
(Conrad, Dixon, & Zhang, 2009).
As the studies described above have indicated, there are a number of negative
stereotypes associated with Rap/Hip-hop music. Shevy (2008) conducted two online
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experiments to test the differences in the concepts associated with country music and
with hip-hop music. The study also looked at the ability of those associated concepts
to influence person-perception. The combined sample consisted if282 students from a
Midwest university in the United States. Seventy-two percent were female and 88
percent were White with an average age of 20,67 years. Shevy (2008) hypothesised
that the concepts associated with country music would be different from those that
would be associated with hip-hop music.
Participants in this study received e-mails with a concert recording attached, and were
asked to fill in a questionnaire where they rated the music in terms of specific criteria.
The hypothesis was mostly supported with listeners associating the country recording
more with Caucasian ethnicity, being rumI, of older age, trustworthy, friendly and
conservative. Hip-Hop was associated with minority ethnicity, being urban, of
younger age, untrustworthy, unfriendly and liberal. The interpretation of these results
is that music genres may have certain cognitive schemas and attitudes attached to
them (Shevy, 2008).
Zapatel and Garcia-Lopez (2004) conducted a study using Anglo and Hispanic
participants in which they aimed to explore subtle prejudice in participants' reaction
to music lyrics in conditions where the lyrics were said to be from songs of different
genres. These genres were labelled Black-Rap, Latin-Rap, Alternative, and Christian
music. The authors hypothesised that lyrics labelled as Black Rap, would be viewed
more negatively than those labelled Latin Rap, alternative and Christian music. They
also hypothesised that Anglo participants would view the lyrics labelled Black Rap
more negatively than Hispanic participants.
Findings of the study indicated that although the lyrics were the same, lyrics labelled
as Black Rap were viewed more negatively than those labelled under the other
categories. Those labelled as Christian music were perceived most positively, and the
Christian music artist was perceived to be the most spiritual. The hypothesis that
Anglo participants would respond more unfavourably to lyrics labelled Black Rap
than Hispanic, was also supported. Zapatel and Garcia-Lopez (2004) speculated that
participants' perceptions of Black Rap music and artists being negative and Christian
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music and artists being positive, might have invoked stereotypes of Rap musicians
and stereotypes of Christian music artists.
Tarrant, North, and Hargreaves (2001) examined how male adolescents compared
musical preference of in-groups and out-groups. In this study, participants were given
a list of music genres that they associated with positive and negative stereotypes.
They then rated the music genres according to whether they associated them with the
in-group or the out-group (Tarrant, North, & Hargreaves, 2001). Participants
associated their in-group with positively stereotyped genres more than they associated
these genres with the out-group. This indicated in-group favouritism. Results also
indicated that participants who displayed higher levels of in-group favouritism also
showed higher levels of pre-test self-esteem.
The above are some of the stereotypes associated with music genres and people who
prefer specific music genres. The chapter so far has looked at the influence of context,
peer groups, social variables, identity and personality traits on music preference as
well as some of the stereotype content associated with music preference. The
following section considers the lingering effect of racial segregation on music
preference in South Africa. The following section will also focus on the social and
historical factors that may have shaped music preference in South Africa.
3.4 Deviation from stereotypical music preference
As was discussed in the sections above, people stereotype others based on the type of
music they listen to. Stereotyping also results in expectations that people from certain
backgrounds or of certain ethnicities listen to certain genres. Although race and
ethnicity do play a role, they are not the sole determinants of music preference;
crossover listening does occur although it is considered more of an exception
(Christenson & Roberts, 2001). From Christenson and Roberts's (200 I) perspective, a
White person who chooses to listen to Rap music or a Black person who chooses to
listen to hard Rock, is making a strong personal statement and a clear cultural
decision. Musicians who play music of a genre that is generally considered by others
to be linked to a different race, stand out. For example, Eric Clapton, a White
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musician who played blues music (a genre linked to Black people) early in his career,
was called the "White Negro" (Adelt, 2008, p.434). Another example is Jimi Hendrix,
a Black musician. Because of the unique way he played the guitar, he was under the
pressure of being a "Black hipster artist playing amidst the predominantly White
counterculture of the I960s" (Waksman, 1999, p.75). The perceptions of Eminem, an
American White hip-hop artist, were explored by Fernandes (2002). She argues that
Eminem is labelled as being deviant, a label rarely attributed to Black hip-hop artists.
She argues that conflicting attitudes towards Eminem reveal that society have
different expectations for White and Black people.
It seems from the abovementioned studies that some people consider it unacceptable
for someone to listen to a genre that is considered counter-stereotypical. As Dolby
(2000) noted in her study, taste seems to be thought of as if divided along racial lines.
Black people are expected to have a certain type of musical taste, and this is expected
to be different from the taste of White people and other groups.
The current study considers the stereotype that Rock is for White people and that few
Black people listen to it. As described in chapter two, members of a group can hold
stereotypes about their in-group; that is, people can engage in in-group stereotyping
(Levy, 2004). In addition to in-group stereotyping, people can also self-stereotype,
using in-group stereotypes to describe themselves (Shiraev & Levy, 2004). With this
in mind, one could hypothesise that some Black people might hold the stereotype that
Black people do not listen to Rock music, and even further that they themselves as
Black people, should not listen to Rock.
If Black people strongly identify with their in-group, with their in-group stereotype
and the self-stereotype that Black people do not listen to Rock music, then it is
possible that they would judge a Black person who does indeed listen to Rock music,
harshly and negatively according to the a Black Sheep Effect. As described in chapter
two, group members negatively evaluate in-group members who deviate from
normative group standards of behaviour (Marques, Abrams, Paez, & Hogg, 200 I).
They tend to view deviant group members as possessing attributes that are inherently
different and bad (Marques et al., 200 I).
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One of the possible reactions from Black people who do not listen to Rock, to Black
people listening to Rock, could be similar to Rudwick's (2008) study where isiZulu
speakers in a Kwa-Zulu Natal (KZN) township were judged negatively for speaking
English without using an African accent. People who spoke English in this way were
labelled "coconuts" - implying some form of betrayal to the Black race.
The Black Sheep Effect describes that when others deviate from valued group norms,
they face criticism from group members who may evaluate them more negatively than
they would out-group members exhibiting the same behaviour (Biernat, Vescio &
Billings, 1999; Jones, Haslam, York, & Ryan, 2008; Marques & Yzerbt, 1998;
Marques et al., 2001). This study aims to explore the stereotypes that may underlie the
perceived deviation of Black people who listen to Rock music.
3.5 Chapter summary
The focus of this chapter was on music preference and the stereotypes associated with
certain music genres as well as on people who prefer listening to those genres.
Research on music preference seems to suggest that people who prefer to listen to
certain music genres share some common characteristics (Christenson & Roberts,
2001; Rentfrow & Gosling, 2003, 2006; Savage, 2006; Tanner, Asbridge, & Taylor,
2008). These authors assert that a person can make accurate inferences about others
based on knowledge of the type ofmusic they listen to the most.
Music preference is associated with personality traits (Kopacz, 2005; Rentfrow &
Gosling, 2003; Rentfrow & Gosling; 2006; Rentfrow & McDonald, 2009; Took &
Weiss, 1994), social background, gender, and race (Christenson & Robertson, 2001;
Savage, 2006; Tanner, Asbridge, & Taylor, 2008; White, 2001) and the expression of
socio-political concerns (Boloka, 2003; Simonelli, 2002; Waddington, 2004). Music
preference is also associated with listeners' emotional difficulties (Rutledge, Rimer, &
Scott, 2008), problem behaviour and substance abuse (Chen, Miller, Grube, &
Waters, 2006; Mulder et aI., 2007).
In South Africa, music preference has been influenced by, among others, historical
and cultural factors. It was also influenced by the restrictions that were placed on
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broadcasting in the past where certain music genres such as Rock were banned from
being played on non-White radio stations (Scheckter, 2006), thereby aiding in the
construction of firm boundaries of what is considered 'Black music' or 'White
music'. These divisions seem to have largely persisted over time as some people still
refer to music genres as being Black or White music (Dolby, 2000; Sheckter, 2006).
Rap/Hip-Hop music is anchored as a Black music genre while Rock is anchored as a
White music genre (Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Scheckter, 2006).
Given that Black youth are typically associated with Rap/Hip-Hop music styles and
are stereotyped as disliking Rock music, this study aims to explore the perceptions
that Black students who do not listen to Rock music, have towards those who do
indeed listen to it. As evidenced by the Black Sheep Effect, in-group members judge
deviant in-group members in a relatively harsh manner (Marques, 2007). There is a
paucity of research addressing what the stereotypes of Black people are who listen to
Rock music. This research aims to address this by focusing on the stereotypes by
Black people of Black people who listen to Rock music.
Details of the research method follow in the next chapter.
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Chapter Four
Research Method
4.1 Introduction
A modified Adjective Checklist was used to explore the stereotypes.that Black
students hold towards Black Rock music listeners. A preliminary study was conducted
to gather a list of free response adjectives that the participants associate with Black
people who listen to Rock music. This list was then added to Gough and Heilbrun's
(1983) Adjective Checklist (ACL) to form the Modified Adjective Checklist (MACL)
used in this study. The chapter begins by briefly describing stereotype content
measurement. The rest of the chapter explains the preliminary study and the main
study in detail.
4.2 Stereotype content measurement
Stereotype content can be measured using either direct or indirect measures (Stangor,
2000). Indirect measures are based on the assumption that the presentation of a social
category will activate stereotypes associated with that category (Lambert, Payne,
Jacoby, Shaffer, Chasteen, & Khan, 2003; Stangor, 2000). A group label or social
category is presented, and the extent to which stereotypes are activated is assessed
(Stangor, 2000). Indirect measurement includes semantic priming procedures
(Lambert et aI., 2003) which are based on the notion that upon exposure to a certain
group label, stereotypes that are strongly associated with that group, will be
immediately or even instinctively activated (Stangor, 2000). The focus of the
.remainder of this section will be on direct measures of stereotype content as this was
the method used in this study.
Direct measures include the checklist approach, the percentage approach, and the
open-ended (Stangor, 2000) or free-response approach (Schneider, 2004). These are
all self-report measures and will be briefly explained below. They assess explicit,
conscious attitudes and stereotypes (Lambert et al., 2003). With the checklist
approach, participants are given a list of attributes and are asked to tick those which
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they think are characteristic of a certain group of people (Stangor, 2000; Stephan et
aI., 1993). Self-report measures assess explicit, conscious attitudes and stereotypes
(Lambert et al., 2003). What is considered a stereotype are the attributes or traits that
are chosen by the majority of participants (Harper, 2007; Madon, 1997,2001; Nduka-
Agwu, 2005; Stephan et aI., 1993). The strength of this approach is that participants
can choose from a variety of attributes, including those that may not have readily
come to mind (Madon, 1997). This method also aids in assessing possible subtypes
within the stereotype (Madon, 1997).
In the percentage approach, participants are given a set of attributes and a set of social
categories and are asked to indicate what percentage of a certain group has each of the
listed attributes. And lastly, in the open-ended or free response measure the
participant is given a social category name and asked to list the characteristics that
they think are typical of that social category (Stangor, 2000). One of the strengths of
free response measures is that the attributes that are most strongly associated with a
certain social group or those that come to mind more quickly will be captured
(Madon, 1997). However, since people may not recall or report all of the stereotypes
that associate with a social group, this can result in incomplete responding (Madon,
1997). Therefore a combination of free response and checklist approaches is best as
the disadvantages of using either one on its own are buffered. Attributes which may
not have readily come to mind in a purely free-response study may appear on an
attribute checklist that is provided to the participants. By adding free response items
to the attribute checklist, it allows for attributes that may not have been in the original
checklist to be included (Harper, 2007; Madon, 1997,2001).
Adjective checklists and free response measures can also be a challenge because they
produce a large number of items which the researcher must then make sense of
(Harper, 2007). To identify which attributes are considered to be stereotypes,
researchers identify the degree of consensus of items (Harper, 2007). Stereotyping has
some secondary properties which can be revealed by stereotype content assessment
(Harper, 2007). These include stereotype subtypes, strength and valence of
stereotypes (Harper, 2007).
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In contrast to the above, the content of stereotypes can be measured by a variety of
methods. Again, measurements can be either direct or indirect. Indirect measures
attempt to measure stereotypic beliefs without directly asking about them (Stangor,
2000). Direct measures, on the other hand, rely on self-reports. The most widely used
direct measures include attribute checklists and free-responses although a
combination of the two is likely to achieve better results (Madon et al., 2001). The
combined method was chosen for the current study.
4.3 Preliminary Study
A preliminary study was conducted to gather free responses on the stereotypes
associated with a variety of mixed social groups. One of these was Black students
who listen to Rock music and was the only one eventually used for analysis. The other
mixed categories were used so that the participants would not fathom the aim of the
study. In this way the researcher could minimise the chance that they would respond
defensively. The preliminary study was also an effort to make the Adjective Checklist
more relevant to the South African population and to include items that may not be on
the ACL.
4.3.1 Participants and Design
Out of one hundred and fifty students, a convenience sample of one hundred and five
Black undergraduate psychology students from the University of Johannesburg,
Auckland Park campus was used. The sample consisted of 77 females and 28 males.
Their ages ranged from 17 to 32 years. The mean age was 18.9 years with a standard
deviation of 6.8250.
4.3.2 Measuring instrument and procedure
One hundred and fifty free response questionnaires were administered to the
Psychology lA class at the University of Johannesburg in June 2008. Participants
were given instructions on how to complete the questionnaires. The same instructions
were also printed on the first page of the questionnaires. The participants were assured
that participation was voluntary and anonymous and that there would be no incentives
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given for their participation. They were informed about the aim of the study. Most of
the questionnaires were completed and collected in approximately 15 minutes.
Participants were given a list of different mixed groups including male nursing
students, Black students who listen to Rock music, female engineering students, and
White students who listen to Hip-Hop. They were asked to list five descriptive words
or attributes that they thought were typical or characteristic of each group. See
Appendix A. Of the 153 questionnaires that were handed out, only the responses
from the 105 Black students were analysed.
4.3.3 Data analysis
From the list of free response attributes, only the responses given by Black students
and relating to Black Rock music fans were used for analysis. This is because the
focus of this study is on the stereotypes that Black students have of Black people who
listen to Rock music. Terms that appeared only once were excluded from analysis
because they are likely to be idiosyncratic (Madon, 1997). Synonyms were grouped
together in one category and a representative word was used for each category. The
final list of free responses was incorporated into the adjective checklist used in the
main study. Apart from generating items for the main study, exploring free responses
can indicate the most accessible forms of stereotypes with the strongest associations
(Schneider, 2004).
4.3.4 Results
A list of 41 attributes was derived from the preliminary study. This list was added to
Gough and Heilbrun's (1983) Adjective Checklist (ACL). Words from the ACL that
were judged to be difficult to understand in the South African context were replaced
with other words as the ACL was developed in the United States of America. For
example "slipshod" and "rattlebrained" were replaced with "careless" and
"scatterbrained". The final list comprised 372 descriptive attributes. This is how the
Modified Adjective Checklist (MACL) was developed for use in the main study.
Below follows a description of the main study.
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4.4. Main study
The study's primary aim was to explore the content of stereotypes attributed by the
dominant Black culture to Black people who listen to Rock music. A secondary aim
was to analyse demographic factors associated with music preference. The tool used
for this purpose was the MACL. Its background was described in section 4.3.4 above.
4.4.1 Participants and design
A convenience sample of 300 students enrolled in an undergraduate psychology
course at the University of Johannesburg's Auckland Park campus, was used. From
this sample responses of 167 Black students were used. The questionnaire was an
online questionnaire which was placed onto the Edulink intranet site.
4.4.2 Measuring instrument
Participants were told that the general aim of the study was to investigate music
preference trends. Participants were each given a questionnaire in which they first had
to provide basic biographical information. The next section of the questionnaire
contained a list of popular music genres and participants were instructed to indicate
which genres they listen to the most. The possible answers ranged from "most of the
time", "occasionally", "rarely" to "never". The genres included were derived from
popular media sources and music vendor categories. Included were Rock music
(including all subtypes), hip-hop, classical music and country music (see Appendix
D).
To measure stereotype content, the next part of the questionnaire contained the
MACL, which consists of a list of 372 adjectives and attributes. The MACL is a
combination of Gough and Heilbrun's (1983) adjective checklist (ACL) and the 41
attributes from the preliminary study. On as-point Likert scale, participants were
asked to select items that are characteristic of Black Rock music fans.
4.4.3 Procedure
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The questionnaires were completed online. Using self-administered surveys ensures a
higher response rate as compared to other survey designs such as mail surveys,
telephone surveys and interviewer-administered surveys (Fink, 1995).
4.4.4 Data analysis
For the music preference section of the questionnaire, an analysis of variance was
used to investigate the existence of a main effect for ethnicity and musical preference.
This is to see whether there is indeed a link between ethnicity and musical preference.
In order to decide which of the items were stereotypic of Black Rock music fans,
multiple methods were used. The first step involved the use of descriptive statistical
procedures in order to obtain a global description of the data. Consensus is an
important defining feature of stereotypic beliefs. Therefore, items marked as
characteristic of Black Rock music fans by at least 48 percent of the participants were
regarded as stereotypic. Those items marked as not characteristic by at least 48
percent were regarded as counter-stereotypic. The decision to include items chosen by
at least 48 percent of participants was made in order to ensure inclusion of an
adequate number of items to conduct factor analysis in the next stage of data analysis.
Preliminary analysis of the data indicated that for this sample, only including items
marked as characteristic or not characteristic by at least 50 percent of participants,
may not be adequate for subsequent analysis.
A Chi-square analysis was then done to differentiate stereotypic items from items that
are considered equally descriptive of other groups in society. Items that are rated as
characteristic of Black Rock fans more than can be expected by chance were included
in the final stereotype list. The combined method is preferred because there are
currently no agreed upon methods to decide which items to include in a stereotype
(Harper, 2007).
Exploratory factor analysis was used to identify latent variables that may explain the
variance amongst the stereotypic items, Le. to establish whether the Black Rock music
fan stereotype contains any subtypes. Stereotype subtypes are smaller, more specific
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categories within a broad stereotype (Madon, 1997). The presence of subtypes can
explain contradictory items within stereotypes, such as predominantly positive items
(e.g. "intelligent") versus predominantly negative items (e.g. "lazy")(Madon, 1997).
Stereotypes of social groups could possibly be influenced by the subtypes of that
stereotype (Schneider, 2004). What may seem like a stereotype of the entire category
may in fact be a reflection of how a minority of people in that category are viewed
(Schneider, 2004).
The 31 items marked as stereotypic by 48 percent or more of the participants, as
described above, were subjected to exploratory factor analysis in order to investigate
whether the stereotype of Black students who listen to Rock music had any subtypes.
Multiple methods were used to decide which factors to retain or to reject. In the first
place, the Scree plot was examined. The items were secondly reduced even further
through the Monte Carlo Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for parallel analysis
and were thirdly also rotated using the Promax method.
Finally, simple factor scores were calculated for each participant on each of the
subtypes. Analysis of variance was applied to investigate whether any significant
differences exist between the subtypes endorsed by Black participants who do not
listen to Rock music and those endorsed by Black Rock music fans.
The results are described in chapter five.
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Chapter Five
Results
5.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the results of this study as they relate to the research questions.
The chapter begins with descriptive statistics relating to participants' music
preferences. Next, an exploration of the content of the stereotypes that were held by
participants in this study follows. A description of the stereotype subtypes will then be
given. The chapter then describes the correlation between music preference and the
stereotype subtypes. A description of other findings completes this chapter.
5.2 Music preference
The frequency with which participants listened to Rock music was explored in the
main study. As shown in Table 5.1, results indicate that 62.9% of White participants
indicated listening to Rock either occasionally or most of the time, while 39.1% of
Coloured participants, 36.8% of Black participants, and 55% of Indian participants
indicated the same. 63.2% of Black participants either rarely or never listen to Rock,
compared to 60.8% of Coloured participants, 45% of Indian participants, and 37% of
White participants.
With regard to Classical music, Country music, and Hip-Hop, most participants of all
ethnic groups indicated that they either rarely or never listened to either Classical or
Country music. Of those participants who reported listening to Hip-Hop either
occasionally or most of the time, 81.3% were Black, 87% were Coloured, 67.4% were
White and 70% were Indian. Hip-Hop has the highest frequency listening amongst
Black and Coloured participants and they preferred Hip-Hop to Rock, Classical and
Country music. Of those participants who reported to either rarely or never listen to
Hip-Hop, 18.6% were Black, 13% were Coloured, 32.5% were White and 30% were
Indian.
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Table 5.1
Ethnic groups and percentage ofparticipants listening to Rock music (including all subtypes)
Listens to Rock music (including all Ethnic group Total
subtypes)
Black Coloured White Indian
Most of the time Count 21 2 26 4 53
% within ethnic
12.7% 8.7% 29.2% 20.0% 17.8%
group
Occasionally Count 40 7 30 7 84
% within ethnic
24.1% 30.4% 33.7% 35.0% 28.2%
group
Rarely Count 59 9 23 5 96
% within ethnic
35.5% 39.1% 25.8% 25.0% 32.2%
group
Never Count 46 5 10 4 65
% within ethnic
27.7% 21.7% 11.2% 20.0% 21.8%
group
Total Count 166 23 89 20 298
% within ethnic
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
group
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Table 5.2
Ethnic groups andpercentage ofparticipants listening to Classical music
Listens to Classical music Ethnic group Total
Black Coloured White Indian
Count 13 0 5 2 20
Most of the time % within ethnic
7.8% 0.0% 5.6% 10.0% 6.7%
group
Count 51 2 17 4 74
Occasionally % within ethnic
30.7% 8.7% 19.1% 20.0% 24.8%
group
. Count 58 9 27 5 99
Rarely % within ethnic
34.9% 39.1% 30.3% 25.0% 33.2%
group
Count 44 12 40 9 105
Never % within ethnic
26.5% 52.2% 44.9% 45.0% 35.2%
group
Count 166 23 89 20 298
Total % within ethnic
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
group
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Table 5.3
Ethnic groups and percentage ofparticipants listening Hip-Hop music
Listens to Hip-hop music Ethnic group Total
Black Coloured White Indian
Count 76 10 25 10 121
Most of the time % within ethnic
45.8% 43.5% 28.1% 50.0% 40.6%
group
Count 59 10 35 4 108
Occasionally % within ethnic
35.5% 43.5% 39.3% 20.0% 36.2%
group
Count 19 3 19 3 44
Rarely % within ethnic
11.4% 13.0% 21.3% 15.0% 14.8%
group
Count 12 0 10 3 25
Never % within ethnic
7.2% 0.0% 11.2% 15.0% 8.4%
group
Count 166 23 89 20 298
Total % within ethnic
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
group
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Table 5.4
Ethnic groups andpercentage ofparticipants listening to Country music
Listens to Country music Ethnic group
Total
Black Coloured White Indian
Count 28 0 2 0 30
Most of the time % within ethnic
16.9% 0.0% 2.2% 0.0% 10.1%
group
Count 27 1 13 1 42
Occasionally % within ethnic
16.3% 4.3% 14.6% 5.0% 14.1%
group
Count 47 8 24 7 86
Rarely % within ethnic
28.3% 34.8% 27.0% 35.0% 28.9%
group
Count 64 14 50 12 140
Never % within ethnic
38.6% 60.9% 56.2% 60.0% 47.0%
group
Count 166 23 89 20 298
Total % within ethnic
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
group
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5.3 Stereotype content
The content of stereotypes of Black students who listen to Rock music was explored
in this study. Items marked as very uncharacteristic or somewhat uncharacteristic of
Black students who listen to Rock music, were coded as uncharacteristic; items
marked as somewhat characteristic or very characteristic of Black students who listen
to Rock music, were coded as characteristic. Items marked neither characteristic nor
uncharacteristic were coded as neutral. This reduced the categories to characteristic,
uncharacteristic and neutral.
Items marked as characteristic of Black students who listen to Rock music by at least
48% of the participants were retained rather than only retaining items marked
characteristic by 50% or more of participants. This is because the latter items were
judged to not be adequate to conduct factor analysis in the next stage of data analysis.
The aim was to also retain those that were marked as uncharacteristic of Black
students who listen to Rock music by the same number of participants. However,
there were no items marked uncharacteristic with a distribution over 48%. The 31
items that were marked as characteristic by at least 48% of the participants were then
subjected to a chi-square analysis. Table 5.5 shows the results of the chi-square
analysis. All retained items obtained significant chi-square statistics, indicating that
participants endorsed the items as characteristic of Black students who listen to Rock
music, more than can be expected by chance. Reliability testing suggests the 31 items
retained are reliable with a Cronbach alpha over 0,8.
Analysis indicates that 48% or more of Black participants regarded 31 attributes as
characteristic of Black students who listen to Rock music. These attributes, as shown
in Table 5.5, include: active, noisy, flexible, opinionated, adventurous, curious, jolly,
fun, complicated, spontaneous, freaky, artistic, different, open-minded, outspoken,
unique, have wide interests, imaginative, loud, like to dance, have piercings, crazy,
outgoing, wild, funky, energetic, sociable, speak English most of the time,
extraverted, individualistic and diverse.
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Table 5.5
Consensus and chi-squared values ofstereotypic items
Items Consensus Chi-square df Asymp. Sig.
Adventurous 63.5% 68.275 2 .000
Active 59.9% 53.689 2 .000
Flexible 59.9% 54.048 2 .000
Noisy 59.3% 51.892 2 .000
Energetic 59.3% 54.192 2 .000
Outgoing 58.7% 54.838 2 .000
Speak English most of the time 58.7% 55.844 2 .000
Loud 58.1% 57.677 2 .000
Curious 57.5% 43.844 2 .000
Funky 56.3% 49.377 2 .000
Diverse 55.1% 38.168 2 .000
Fun 55.1% 35.796 2 .000
Opinionated 55.1% 37.593 2 .000
Wild 54.5% 41.725 2 .000
Different 54.5% 35.940 2 .000
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Items Consensus Chi-square df Asymp. Sig.
Artistic 54.5% 36.551 2 .000
Have wide interests 53.9% 34.359 2 .000
Imaginative 53.3% 36.982 2 .000
Have piercings 53.3% 36.982 2 .000
Extraverted 53.3% 45.784 2 .000
Like to dance 52.7% 28.898 2 .000
Freaky 50.9% 24.084 2 .000
Sociable 50.9% 23.329 2 .000
Unique 50.3% 22.359 2 .000
Outspoken 49.7% 22.431 2 .000
Crazy 49.7% 22.431 2 .000
Complicated 49.7% 20.132 2 .000
Individualistic 49.1% 24.299 2 .000
Jolly 49.1% 18.910 2 .000
Open-minded 49.1% 19.126 2 .000
Spontaneous 48.5% 20.204 2 .000
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5.4 Stereotype subtypes
The 31 stereotypic items were subjected to Exploratory Factor Analysis in order to
investigate whether the stereotype of Black students who listen to Rock music had
any subtypes. Reliability was 0.87, indicating consistent responding. The Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin Measure (KMO) of sampling adequacy had a statistic of 0.803,
indicating a correlation between the items and that data set was suitable for factor
analysis (Norusis, 2003; Pallant, 2007).
Multiple methods were used to decide on which factors to retain. Examination of the
scree plot, as shown in Figure 5.1, indicated substantial drops after the first factor and
the second factor and no significant drops thereafter. The items were reduced through
the Monte Carlo Principal Component Analysis (peA) for parallel analysis. Two
underlying factors were extracted based on Eigenvalues greater larger than one
(Norusis, 2003; Pallant, 2007). Their Eigenvalues were higher than those of the
randomly structured data did. The results of the parallel analysis, as indicated in Table
5.6, thus supported the decision from the scree plot to maintain two factors.
The factors were rotated using the Promax method. The values in the anti-image
correlation were above 0.6 and most of the commonalities were above 0.3. The
pattern matrix, as illustrated in Table 5.7 shows the factor loadings of each of the
variables. Using the pattern matrix, items that showed values below 0.3 were
excluded and those that had a value greater that 0.3 were included (Norusis, 2003).
This suggested excluding 'curious' and 'jolly' from factor I and excluding
'adventurous', 'opinionated', 'individualistic' and 'flexible' from factor 2.
Overall, the multiple methods indicated that two factors should be retained. Table 5.7
shows a summary of item factor loadings and Eigenvalues. Table 5.8 reports
. correlations between factors.
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Figure 5.1
Eigenvalue scree plot ofallfactors
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Table 5.6
Parallel analysis showing initial and random Eignenvalues
Factor Eigenvalue
Initial Random
1 7.026 1.9146
2 2.085 1.7737
3 1.651 1.6782
4 1.491 1.6022
5 1.404 1.5191
6 1.290 1.4513
7 1.228 1.3838
8 I.l27 1.3253
9 1.033 1.033
10 1.008 1.008
Note. The retained factors are m bold pnnt; Eigenvalues below ±1.0 are not reported
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Table 5.7
Factor pattern matrix with meaningfulfactors (subtypes), Eigenvalues, contributing
items andfactor loadings ofitems
Factor
Subtypes and Items
1 2
1. Subtype 1: Sociable, Unique,
Artistic. Free-spirits (7.02)
Sociable .846
Diverse .645
Funky .599
Open-minded .552
Extraverted .539
Fun .503
Energetic .493
Outgoing .492
Have wide interests .447
Spontaneous .442
Speak English most of the time .436
Imaginative .433
Unique .381
Artistic .351
Outspoken .330
Curious
Jolly
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Factor
Subtypes and Items
I 2
H. Subtype 2: Odd. Deviant
and Boisterous (2.085)
Freaky .599
Crazy .561
Complicated .523
Noisy .477
Loud .476
Have picrcings .453
Different .428
Like to dance .389
Active .370
Wild .361
Adventurous
Opinionated
Individualistic
Flexible
Extraction Method: Principal AXIS Factoring,
Rotation Method: Promax with KaiserNormalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
Note: Eigenvalues of factors appearin bracketsafter their titles. Valuesof factor loadings less than
±O.30 have beenexcluded.
The factor correlation matrix was examined to look at the strength of the relationship
between the two factors. Inspection of the factor correlation matrix (Table 5.8)
revealed the presence of coefficients of 0.30 and above, indicating a high correlation
(Norusis, 2003). Items with factor loadings of less than 0.30 were not examined
during the interpretive phaseof theanalysis.
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Table 5.8
Correlations between extracted/actors
Factor Correlation Matrix
Factor 1 2
1 1.000 .590
2 .590 1.000
Extraction Method: Principal AXIS Factonng.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
After the factors were identified, each factor or subtype was labelled according to the
items contained in each factor. Factor I contained subtype I: Sociable, Unique,
Artistic. Free-spirits, while Factor 2 contained subtype 2: Odd. Deviant and
Boisterous.
5.5 Differences in stereotype subtype strength
The mean strength of how characteristic each participant thought the items were of
Black students who listen to Rock music, was calculated. A repeated measures
analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) was performed to test for significant differences
between subtype strengths.
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 below show how strongly participants held the stereotype
subtypes 1 and subtype 2. Using the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilons, it indicated that the
means of the two subtypes were not significantly different, F = 0.063. Pairwise
comparisons of the main effects with Bonferroni corrections indicated that the
strength with which subtype 1 (Sociable. Unique, Artistic, Free-spirits) was endorsed
is not statistically different from the strength with which subtype 2 (Odd, Deviant and
Boisterous) was endorsed by participants. This suggests that participants who endorse
the Sociable. Unique, Artistic. Free Spirits stereotype subtype of Black students who
listen to Rock believed that the stereotype was characteristic of this group as strongly
as participants who endorsed the Odd. Deviant and Boisterous stereotype believed the
latter stereotype subtype was characteristic of the same group.
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Table 5.9
Differences subtype strength
Subtypes Mean Std. Deviation
Mean Factor 1 (Sociable. Unique. Artistic. Free- 1.6355 .43111
.\pirits)
Mean Factor 2 (Odd. Deviant and Boisterous) 1.6437 .41805
Table 5.10
Pairwise comparison ofsubtypes
(1) Factor 2 (J) Factor 2 Mean Difference (1-J) Std. Sig.u 95%
Error Confidence
Interval for
Difference"
Lower Upper
Bound Bound
1 2 -.008 .033 .803 -.073 .056
2 I .008 .033 .803 -.056 .073
Basedon estimatedmarginal means
a. Adjustmentfor multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
Noteti-) represents the differences betweenthe subtypes
5.6 Correlation between music preference and stereotype subtypes
Table 5. I I contains the correlation between music preference and stereotype subtypes
found in this study. It can be seen that there is no linear correlation between frequency
of listening to Rock music and response based on the Sociable. Unique. Artistic. Free-
spirits subtype (factor I). However there is a significant linear correlation between
frequency of listening to Rock and rating that the Odd. Deviant and Boisterous
subtype (factor 2) is characteristic of the Black Rock music fan. The correlation does
not allow for a decision on direction of the relationship; that is, whether the negative
stereotype determines the participants' frequency of listening to Rock music or
whether the low frequency of listening to Rock leads to negative stereotyping.
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There is a weak negative correlation between frequency of listening to Rock music
and mean factor 2 (subtype 2: odd, deviant, and boisterous). That is, participants who
report to never listen to Rock were more likely to rate attributes belonging to the Odd.
Deviant and Boisterous subtype such as freaky, crazy and noisy as characteristic of
Black Rock music fan. No significant linear correlation was found between frequency
of listening to Rock music and the Sociable. Unique. Artistic. Free-spirits subtype.
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Table 5.11
Correlation between music preference and stereotype subtypes
Frequency of Mean Factor
listening to Rock Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Mean Factor 2 (Odd.1 (Sociable. Deviant and
music (including all listening to listening to listening to Unique. Boisterous)
subtypes) Classical music Hip-Hop Country music Artistic.Free-spirits)
Frequency of Pearson 1
listening to Rock Correlation
music (including Sig. (2-tailed)
all subtypes) N 166
Frequency of Pearson .211
listening to Correlation
Classical music Sig. (2-tailed) .006
N 166
Frequency of Pearson .194 .075
listening to Hip- Correlation
Hop Sig. (2-tailed) .012 .334
N 166 166
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Frequency listens Pearson .016 .436 -.156
to country music Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .838 .000 .045
N 166 166 166
Mean Factor 1 Pearson .113 -.078 .063 -.212
(Sociable. Unique. CorrelationArtistic. Free-
spirits) Sig. (2-tailed) .146 .320 .418 .006
N 166 166 166 166
Mean Factor 2 Pearson -.205 -.055 -.059 .043 .505 1
(Odd. Deviant and CorrelationBoisterous)
Sig. (2-tailed) .008 .478 .447 .581 .000
N 166 166 166 166 167 167
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The first hypothesis of this study is that most Black students will report that they do not
listen to Rock music. The second hypothesis is that Black participants who do not listen
to Rock music hold specific stereotypes of Black students who do. Overall, the findings
of this study could not reject the hypothesis that most Black participants will report that
they do not listen to Rock music. The results also could not reject the hypothesis that
Black participants who do not listen to Rock music hold specific stereotypes of Black
students who do.
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Chapter Six
Discussion and Conclusion
6.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the findings of the present study in relation to the aims of the
study. The chapter examines the extent to which the results of the study meet the general
hypotheses of the study as well as the extent to which the problem statements have been
addressed by the study. Thereafter a discussion will follow regarding the possible
limitations of this study and recommendations for future research. The chapter ends with
a conclusion about the present study.
6.2 Discussion
To follow is a discussion of the content of the stereotypes identified in this study as well
as the stereotype subtypes that emerged.
6.2.1 Music preference
In this study, 62.9% of White participants reported listening to Rock music either
occasionally or most of the time, compared to 36.8% of Black participants. Of those who
reported to either rarely or never listen to Rock, 63.2% were Black and 37% were White
participants. These are virtually reversed percentages.
Most participants of all ethnic groups indicated that they either rarely or never listened to
either classical or country music. Hip-Hop has the highest frequency listening amongst
Black participants and they preferred Hip-Hop to Rock and Classical and Country music.
Of those who reported listening to Hip-Hop either occasionally or most of the time,
81.3% were Black participants and 67.4% were White. Of those who either rarely or
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never listen to Hip-Hop 18.6%, were Black participants and 32.5% were White
participants.
These results are consistent with some of the studies described in chapter three
concerning the division of music preference along ethnic lines. To a great extent, race and
ethnicity are predictive of music preference (Christenson & Roberts, 2001; McCrary,
1993; Savage, 2006). Rock is mostly associated with White youth culture while Rap/Hip-
Hop is associated with Black youth culture (Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Tanner,
Asbridge, & Taylor, 2008). In Scheckter's (2006) consumption analysis study, 76% of
participants who disliked Rock music were Black. Tanner, Asbridge and Taylor's (2008)
study also indicated that the differences in musical taste were divided along racial lines;
participants who liked hard Rock disliked Rap and participants who preferred Hard Rock
were predominantly White.
What is different in this study is that most of the White participants also reported
listening to Hip-Hop either occasionally or most of the time. This is similar to Sullivan's
(2003) study in which results indicated that Rap/Hip-Hop was liked almost equally by
most participants. Although African American participants reported liking Rap/Hip-Hop
more than White participants, the difference was minimal. One of the questions that
could be raised is why it is perhaps easier for White youth to listen to a genre that is
greatly associated with Black youth culture while it is less likely for Black youth to listen
to a music genre that is tied to White youth culture. It may partially be due to differences
in exposure to different music genres. As noted by Scheckter (2006), major radio stations
are now incorporating disparate musical genres in their programming which may increase
exposure to and possibly liking of a wider variety of music genres.
In this regard Tanner, Asbridge, and Wortley (2008) argue that social stratification also
influences musical taste although it may appear to be a result of personal preference.
They contend that this stratifying effect may be more easily observable among young
people as they are the biggest consumers of popular music. The idea that social
stratification is related to music taste could be used to explain the results of this study that
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music taste goes with certain ethnic groups. However, this variable was not included in
this study and thus falls beyond its scope but paves the way for future research.
The following section focuses on the content of stereotypes and stereotype subtypes
found in this study.
6.2.2 Exploration of stereotype content and subtypes
Results indicated the presence of stereotypes towards Black students who listen to Rock
music. In this study Black students who listen to Rock music were perceived by more
than 48% of participants as: active, noisy, flexible, opinionated, adventurous, curious,
jolly, fun, complicated, spontaneous, freaky, artistic, different, open-minded, outspoken,
unique, having wide interests, imaginative, loud, like to dance, have piercings, crazy,
outgoing, wild, funky, energetic, sociable, speak English most of the time, extraverted,
individualistic and diverse. As mentioned in chapter two, holding a stereotype entails
believing that people have certain characteristics simply because they belong to a certain
social group (Weiten, 2004). In this study, Black participants perceived Black students
who listen to Rock music to have the aforementioned characteristics. The possible
explanations and implications for these findings are explored below.
As described in chapter two, stereotype content refers to what people believe to be the
characteristic attributes of others (Madon, 1997; Operario & Fiske, 2001). In this study,
the majority of Black participants perceived the above attributes to be characteristic of
Black students who listen to Rock. As stated by Operario and Fiske (2001), group
stereotypes are likely to contain beliefs that are ambivalent as well as a mixture of some
positive but mostly negative attributes. This is the case in the present study. Attributes
such as 'fun', 'jolly', 'open-minded', and 'imaginative' have associations that are more
positive while 'crazy', 'freaky' and 'wild' could be perceived as negative attributes.
Analysis indicated the presence of two stereotype subtypes to the stereotype of Black
students who listen to Rock music. Subtype 1 is the Sociable Unique Artistic. Free-spirits
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subtype. This subtype included the following attributes: sociable, diverse, funky, open-
minded, extraverted, fun, energetic, out-going, having wide interests, spontaneous, speak
English most of the time, imaginative, unique, artistic and outspoken. Subtype 2 is the
Odd Deviant and Boisterous subtype containing these attributes: freaky, crazy,
complicated, noisy, loud, have piercings, different, like to dance, active and wild.
Subtype 1 contains attributes that have associations that are more positive whereas
subtype 2 contains attributes that have relatively negative associations. Ratings on these
subtypes related to participants' own music preference. Participants who rated the
attributes in the Sociable Unique Artistic Free-spirits subtype listened to Rock music
either occasionally or most of the time. Participants who rated the attributes belonging to
the Odd Deviant and Boisterous subtype either rarely or never listened to Rock music
themselves. Essentially, participants who did not listen to Rock music themselves were
likely to use negative stereotypes to describe Black students who do.
Social identity theory and stereotype research suggests that there could be a number of
reasons for this. In line with social identity theory, people belonging to a certain social
group and identifying with that group, have an interest in preserving the image of the
group and making the group positively distinct from other groups. The in-group can make
itself distinct by in-group stereotyping in which the in-group emphasizes its distinctive
features in order to differentiate it from out-groups (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers,
2006).
As discussed in previous chapters, people tend to hold certain views about how people
from different racial or ethnic groups should behave (Schneider, 2004). These views tend
to be rigid generalizations that are shared within cultural groups (Goethals, 2003;
Schneider, 2004; Stangor, 2000). In this study, it is probable that participants who do not
listen to Hip-Hop music hold negative stereotypes of those who do because they perceive
them as behaving in a manner that is threatening to the Black group identity.
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Another theory of stereotyping explains stereotypes in terms of communication and
conformity (Stangor, 2000). According to this view, people can learn stereotypes through
communicating with others, through observing them and conforming to the observed
behaviour (Stangor, 2000). Therefore, in communicating with people who have certain
beliefs about social groups and seeing them behave in certain ways towards those groups,
observers may conform to the observed views and behaviour. It could be that participants
in the present study who use negative stereotypes to describe Black students who listen to
Rock, do so because they hear these stereotypes being expressed by others and then
conform to this way of thinking. It could also be the case that they too endorse these
stereotypes. As described in chapter two, stereotypes can either be personally held or
shared (Madon, 1997), and there is a difference between knowing that a stereotype exists
and accepting or endorsing that stereotype (Devine, Plant, & Blair, 2001). The present
study asked participants to rate the extent to which they believed traits to be characteristic
of Black students who listen to Rock music. This suggests that participants in this study
endorsed the stereotypes.
As described in previous chapters, there are a number of approaches to stereotypes and
the process of stereotyping. The main theory used to understand stereotypes in the present
study is Social Identity Theory (SIT) which provides a perspective of stereotyping in the
context of group identity (Tajfel, 1891). Stereotyping can be the result of a perceived
threat to the group's social identity: Stereotyping the out-group often serves to positively
distinguish the in-group from the out-group in order maintain a positive social identity.
Stereotypes are used to categorize in-group and out-group members in such a way that
the in-group is positively differentiated from the out-group (Ford & Tonander, 1998). The
in-group is represented in a more favourable light and members of the out-group are
derogated in order to protect the in-group (Operario & Fiske, 2001). In the present study
Black participants who listen to Rock music used positive attributes to describe their in-
group whereas Black participants who do not listen to Rock music used negative
stereotypes to describe those who do. The results thus fall in line with the predictions of
the Social Identity Theory.
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With in-group stereotyping, the in-group can make itself distinct by in-group stereotyping
in which the in-group emphasizes its distinctive features in order to differentiate it from
out-groups (Van Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers, 2006). In-group members who strongly
identify with their group, expect to share norms, beliefs, and practices with other in-group
members (Myers, 2010). Group members negatively evaluate in-group members who
deviate from normative group standards of behaviour (Marques, Abrams, Paez, & Hogg,
2001). They tend to view deviant group members as possessing attributes that are
inherently different and bad (Marques et al., 2001).
Deviance exists when people or groups are categorized as being different from the
majority or when they categorize themselves as being different from the majority
(Marques et al., 2001). The term "Black Sheep Effect" describes people's tendency to
view likeable in-group members in a positively biased manner and a tendency to view
unlikeable in-group members negatively in comparison to similar out-group members
(Biemat, Vescio, & Billings, 1999; Jones, Haslam, York, & Ryan, 2008; Marques &
Yzerbyt, 1988; Marques et aI., 2001). In the current study, there is a possibility that Black
students who listen to Rock music are perceived as deviating from group norms by Black
students who do not listen to Rock and perceive Rock as a White genre.
Biemat, Vescio & Billings (1999) regard the Black Sheep Effect as a type of in-group
favouritism through which in-group members seek to preserve the overall positive image
of the in-group by rejecting a deviant, unfavourable in-group member more than they
would a comparable out-group member. In this study, Black participants seemed to reject
Black students who listen to Rock music, possibly because Rock is associated with White
youth culture and participants may perceive Black Rock listeners as deviating from Black
group norms. As described by Marques et a1. (2001), the shaming of deviant in-group
members works as a way of maintaining positive social identity by imposing a sense of
cohesion.
Some of the findings reported by Dolby (2000) with regard to students' construction of
music taste along racial lines are as follows. Rock music was regarded by Black students
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in Dolby's (2000) study as White music not listened to by Black people. Choice of
clothing was also regarded by most students as being typical of certain racial groups, and
those who did not adhere to these boundaries of dress code were shunned. In this way,
they made it clear that crossing the racial boundaries of taste is deemed unacceptable. It
could be said that the findings of the current study yielded similar results. It is possible
that Black participants in the current study also regard Rock music as White music not
suitable to be listened to by Black people. This could be an explanation for why Black
participants who do not listen to Rock music endorse the Odd Deviant and Boisterous
stereotype subtype of Black students who do.
The findings in this study are similar to findings in Rudwick's (2008) study where Black
participants labelled Black people as Coconuts or Oreos if they spoke English with an
accent perceived to be White. Despite being from a Black race, people who are labelled
in this way are perceived as having internalised White values and culture (Stadler, 2008).
In the preliminary study, participants used similar words to describe Black students who
listen to Rock music; some described them as people who act White, are coconuts, have
an identity crisis, speak English most of the time and want to be White.
The extent to which these findings meet the aims of the study will be evaluated next.
6.2.2 Research aims and hypotheses
The general aim of the study was to explore the content of stereotypes that Black students
hold towards other Black students who listen to Rock music. The secondary aim of this
study was to explore ethnic group differences in music Iistenership, especially with
regard to Rock and Rap/Hip-Hop genres. The first hypothesis was that most Black
participants would either rarely or never listen. to Rock music. This hypothesis was not
rejected. Most Black participants either hardly or never listened to Rock music. The
second hypothesis was that Black students who do not listen to Rock music hold negative
stereotypes of Black students who listen to Rock music. Results were in support of this
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hypothesis, indicating that Black participants who either hardly or never listened to Rock
music did indeed hold negative stereotypes of Black students who listen to Rock music.
The present study is one of the first studies exploring the content of stereotypes of Black
people who listen to Rock music in South Africa. This study also lends support to studies
on in-group stereotyping and the Black Sheep Effect in the sense that Rock music is
considered a White genre. Additionally, Black participants in this study held negative
stereotypes towards Black people who do listen to Rock.
Findings from this study indicate that there are stereotypes associated with Black students
who listen to Rock music. The stereotype of Black people who listen to Rock, as
perceived by other Black people, contains two subtypes, namely the Sociable Unique
Artistic Free-spirits subtype and the Odd Deviant and Boisterous subtype. Black
participants who chose attributes belonging to the more negative, Odd Deviant and
Boisterous subtype were those who either rarely or never listen to Rock whereas
attributes belonging to the Sociable Unique Artistic Free Spirits subtype, which had
stereotypes that were more positive, were endorsed by participants who themselves listen
to Rock.
6.2.3 Limitations of the study and recommendations for future research
Although this study has yielded important results, there are nevertheless some limitations.
Although the aim of this study was to focus on the stereotypes that Black participants
hold towards Black students who listen to Rock music, it is not known whether these
stereotypes differ from stereotypes that are held by people from other ethnic groups. It
may have been beneficial to include the responses of participants of all cultural groups in
the final analysis. A comparison of the attributes that participants from different ethnic
groups rated as characteristic of Black students who listen to Rock music, could have
aided in exploring whether there would be a difference in the content of stereotypes held
by different ethnic groups.
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The second limitation is the sample that used in this study. A convenience sample of
university students from the University of Johannesburg was used. Using a convenience
sample increases the likelihood of the sample being biased (Gravetter & Forzano, 2006).
Future research could be conducted in various locations in South Africa, to capture
whether students from different backgrounds and who live in different areas might have
differing opinions. This could involve, for example, using participants from different
universities around South Africa, using participants from townships as well as suburban
and rural areas.
Another limitation is that this study did not explore whether participants' views of the
attributes associated with Black people who listen to Rock music are different from or the
same as the stereotypes they would have of Rock music fans in general. To address this,
future studies could also use the checklist questionnaire asking participants to rate the
characteristics of Rock music fans in general, while other participants are asked to rate
the characteristics of Black Rock music fans.
Because the focus of this study was on Rock music, the questionnaire did not include
enough music genres for participants to choose from when selecting their music
preferences. Providing a wider variety of genres from which to choose, could give a more
accurate picture of music listenership among South African youth.
Finally, the use of a long questionnaire as used in this study increases the likelihood of
participant fatigue (Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004). However, using a questionnaire with
a long list of attributes to rate increases the chance of including items that may not have
been readily accessible to the participant (Madon, 1997).
6.3 Conclusion
Although this study looked at the correlation between music preference and ethnic
groups, ethnicity is but one of the factors that are associated with music preference.
Music preference is very likely to be a result of a combination of factors, which among
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others include personality characteristics (Billings, 2000; Chamorro-Premuzik &
Furnaham, 2007; Kopacz, 2005; McNamara & Ballard, 1999; Rentfrow & Gosling,
2003), demographic variables (Christenson & Roberts, 2001; Savage, 2006; White,
2001), social and political factors (Boloka, 2003; Simonelli, 2002; Waddington, 2004;
Wicke, 1990), problem behaviour and emotional vulnerability (Baker & Bor, 2008; Chen,
Miller, Grube, & Waiters, 2006; Mulder, ter Bogt, Raaijrnakers, & Vollebergh, 2007).
Exposure, which includes radio station programming, also influences music preference
(Scheckter, 2006). Nevertheless, attitudes and perceptions of the racial boundaries of
taste play an important role in influencing the choices of music listeners (Dolby, 2000).
The present study could add to the understanding of the relations between South African
youth from different racial and cultural groups. During Apartheid, music styles, among
other things, were differentially allocated to different ethnic groups in a way that
discouraged racial mixing (Scheckter, 2006). South Africans now have the freedom to
interact with whomever they choose. Through the mass media they are exposed to
various music styles, but the extent to which people cross the perceived boundaries of
music listenership is what this study aimed to explore.
This study contributes to stereotype content research. It provides a snapshot view of
Black students' stereotypes of Black students who listen to Rock music. This study also
contributes to research on cultural consumption patterns in South Africa and to studies on
contact and inter-ethnic relations. A combination of studies such as this one over a
number of years could help in tracking the progress of cultural perceptions and
interaction in South Africa as well as the perceived relative fluidity or rigidity of cultural
boundaries over time.
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.\ p pl' IHlh A: Free response qucstionnnire used ill the prclhninarv study
BIO( ;R.\ PI I I(':\ I . 11'\ FOR;\J..\TIOi'\
C ircle th e a pplicable code or fill in th c an swer wh ere necessary.
I. Picase indicat e your ~cnde r Malc
Female
2. How old arc you'! (in yea rs)
(For example: iI'you arc currently twenty years old. then write: 20) CD
J. \ \'hat et hnic gro up do you belong to'!
(The sensitive nature of this question IS
appreciated. however. this may have a
profound impact on the research findings and it
is therefore important to obtain this answer.
Remember that your identity is absolutely
unknown to this rcscarcherl)
Black I
Coloured 2
Whitc 3
Indian 4
Other 5
In structions
The following questionnaire asks you to give your 0p1l110n about various groups of
people. Wc arc only interested in your opinion. and not what may be correct or incorrect,
or generally believed. Only your opinion is important!
Please hc as honest as you can. and remember that your anonymity is guarantccd. Work
as quickly as you can. and do not think too long on your answers. Please answer one page
at a time, and please do not discuss your answers while you arc completing the
questionnai re. Try to write your answe rs clearly.
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Please write down up to 5 descriptive words or attributes that you think are typical or
characteristic of Male nursing students. List them in the spaces below.
•
•
•
•
•
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Please write down lip to 5 descriptive words or attributes that you think are typical or
characteristic of Black students who listen to Rock music. List them in the spaces
below.
•
•
•
•
•
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Please write down lip to 5 descriptivewords or attributes that you thinkare typical or
chamcteristic of Indian Female engineeringstudents. List them in the spaces below.
•
•
•
•
•
93
Please write down lip to 5 descriptive words or attributes that you think are typical or
characteristic of White students who listen to Hip-Hop. List them in the spaces below.
•
•
•
•
•
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Appendix B: List of free response items from the preliminary study
Act White
Adventurous
Alcoholics
Arrogant
Boring
Coconuts
Cool
Crazy
Different
Dirty
Diverse
Energetic
Extroverted
Flexible
Foolish
Freaky
Friendly
Fun
Funky
Funny
Gothic
Have an identity crisis
Imitators/imitative
Intelligent
Interesting
Like to dance
Loud! Noisy
Nerdy
Open-minded
Out-going
Have piercings
Rough
Snobbish
Speak English most of the time
Spontaneous
Supportive
Talkative
Unique
. Want to be White
Weird
Wild
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Appendix C: Goughand Heilbrun's Adjective Checklist (ACL)
1. absent minded
2. active
3. adaptable
4. adventurous
5. affected
6. affectionate
7. aggressive
8. alert
9. aloof
10. ambitious
11. anxious
12. apathetic
13. appreciative
14. argumentative
15. arrogant
16. artistic
17. assertive
18. attractive
19. autocratic
20. awkward
21. bitter
22. blustery
23. boastful
24. bossy
25. calm
26. capable
27. careless
28. cautious
29. changeable
30. charming
31. cheerful
32. civilized
33. clear-thinking
34. clever
35. coarse
36. cold
37. commonplace
38. complaining
39. complicated
40. conceited
41. confident
42. confused
43. conscientious
44. conservative
45. considerate
46. contented
47. conventional
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48. cool
49. cooperative
50. courageous
51. cowardly
52. cruel
53. curious
54. cynical
55. daring
56. deceitful
57. defensive
58. deliberate
59. demanding
60. dependable
61. dependent
62. despondent
63. determined
64. dignified
65. discreet
66. disorderly
67. dissatisfied
68. distractible
69. distrustful
70. dominant
71. dreamy
n.dull
73. easy-going
74. effeminate
75. efficient
76. egotistical
77. emotional
78. energetic
79. enterprising
80. enthusiastic
81. evasive
82. excitable
83. fair-minded
84. fault-finding
85. fearful
86. feminine
87. fickle
88. flirtatious
89. foolish
90. forceful
91. foresighted
92. forgetful
93. forgiving
94. formal
95. frank
96. friendly
97
97. frivolous
98. fussy
99. generous
100. gentle
101. gloomy
102. good-looking
103. good-natured
104. greedy
105. handsome
106. hard-headed
107. hard-hearted
108. hasty
109. headstrong
110. healthy
111. helpful
112. high-strung
113. honest
114. hostile
115. humorous
116. hurried
117. idealistic
118. imaginative
119. immature
120. impatient
121. impulsive
122. independent
123. indifferent
124. individualistic
125. industrious
126. infantile
127. informal
128. ingenious
129. inhibited
130. initiative
131. insightful
132. intelligent
133. interests narrow
134. interests wide
135. intolerant
136. inventive
137. irresponsible
138. irritable
139. jolly
140. kind
141. lazy
142. leisurely
143. logical
144. loud
145. loyal
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146. mannerly
147. masculine
148. mature
149. mock
150. methodological
151. mild
152. mischievous
153. moderate
154. modest
155. moody
156. nagging
157. natural
158. nervous
159. noisy
160. obliging
161. obnoxious
162. opinionated
163. opportunistic
164. optimistic
165. organized
166. original
167. outgoing
168. outspoken
169. painstaking
170. patient
171. peaceable
172. peculiar
173. persevering
174. persistent
175. pessimistic
176. planful
177. pleasant
178. pleasure-seeking
179. poised
180. polished
181. practical
182. praising
183. precise
184. prejudiced
185. preoccupied
186. progressive
187. prudish
188. quarrelsome
189. queer
190. quick
191. quiet
192. quitting
193. rational
194. rattlebrained
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195. realistic
196. reasonable
197. rebellious
198. reckless
199. reflective
200. relaxed
201. reliable
202. resentful
203. reserved
204. resourceful
205. responsible
206. restless
207. retiring
208. rigid
209. robust
210. rude
211. sarcastic
212. self-centered
213. self-confident
214. self-controlled
215. self-denying
216. self-pitying
217. self-punishing
218. self-seeking
219. selfish
220. sensitive
221. sentimental
222. serious
223. severe
224. sexy
225. shallow
226. sharp-witted
227. shiftless
228. show-off
229. shrewd
230. shy
231. silent
232. simple
233. sincere
234. slipshod
235. slow
236. sly
237. smug
238. snobbish
239. sociable
240. soft-hearted
241. sophisticated
242. spendthrift
243. spineless
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244. spontaneous
245. spunky
246. stable
247. steady
248. stern
249. stingy
250. stolid
251. strong
252. stubborn
253. submissive
254. suggestible
255. sulky
256. superstitious
257. suspicious
258. sympathetic
259. tactful
260. tactless
261. talkative
262. temperamental
263. tense
264. thankless
265. thorough
266. thoughtful
267. thrifty
268. timid
269. tolerant
270. touchy
271. tough
272. trusting
273. unaffected
274. unambitious
275. unassuming
276. unconventional
277. undependable
278. understanding
279. unemotional
280. unexcitable
281. unfriendly
282. uninhibited
283. unintelligent
284. unkind
285. unrealistic
286. unscrupulous
287. unselfish
288. unstable
289. vindictive
290. versatile
291. warm
292. wary
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293. weak
294. whiny
295. wholesome
296. wise
297. withdrawn
298. witty
299. worrying
300. zany
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Appendix D: Main study questionnaire
Name: _
Student Number: _
Dear student
The following questionnaire is part of a study aiming to explore music preference and
characteristics that are associated with music preference.
Please bear the following in mind whilst completing the following questionnaire:
• You are not required to write your name or student number on the questionnaire -
this ensures your complete anonymity. Only write your name and student number
on this page, and then tear the page off once you have read the rest of the
instructions.
• A short biographical questionnaire is included in the booklet, please answer all the
questions.
• There are no correct or incorrect answers. All that is required of you is your
honest opinion. We are only interested in your opinion, not what is generally
believed or considered to be correct.
• Your first response that pops into your mind is most valid. Therefore do not spend
too much time thinking about each answer. Work as quickly and accurately as
possible.
• Please answer all the questions. This is very important.
• Please do not discuss your answers with other people while you are filling in the
questionnaire.
• Please be as honest as you can, and remember that your anonymity is guaranteed.
Thank you for your assistance.
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Circle the applicable code or fill in the answer where necessary.
1. Please indicate your gender
2. How old are you ? (in years)
(For example: if you are currently twenty years old. then write: 20)
IMale
f emale
IT]
3. What ethnic group do you belong to?
(The sensitive nature of this question is appreciated,
however, this may have a profound impac t on the
research findings and it is therefore importa nt to obtain
this answer. Remember that your identity is absolutely
unknown to this researcher!)
Black 1
Coloured 2
White 3
Indian 4
Other 5
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MUSIC PREFERENCE
Using the following five-point scale, please indicate how often you listen
to the following types of music. Indicate the relevant option with an ~
1. Rock 1 2 3 4
(including all Most of the Occasionally Rarely Never
subtvnes) time
2. Classical 1 2 3 4
music Most of the Occasionally Rarely Never
time
3. Hip-Hop 1 2 3 4
Most of the Occasionally Rarely Never
time
4. Country 1 2 3 4
Music Most of the Occasionally Rarely Never
time
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Using the following five-point scale, please Indicate how characteristic
or typical the following descriptions are of Black students who listen to
Rock music. Circle the relevant option:
1= Very characteristic of Black studentswho listento Rock music
2= Somewhat characteristic of Black studentswho listen to Rock
music
3= Neither characteristicnor uncharacteristic of Black students
who listen to Rock music
4= Somewhat uncharacteristic of Black students who listen to
Rock music
5= Very uncharacteristic of Black students who listen to Rock
music
1 2 3 4 5
1. self-controlled Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
2. act White Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
3. discreet Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
4. generous Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
5. dependable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
6. dependent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
7. active Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
8. immature Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
9. impatient Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
10. appreciative Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
11. noisy Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
12. clear-thlnklnq Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
13. resourceful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
14. maroinalised Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
15. snobbish Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
16. cynical Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
17. naive Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
18. indifferent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
19. insecure Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
20. inventive Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
21. spendthrift Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
22. cooperative Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
23. methodoloaical Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
24. distrustful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
25. hopeless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
26. ambitious Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
27. weird Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
28. have an identity 1 2 3 4 5
crisis Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
29. fearful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
30. persistent Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
31. sensitive Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
32. unconventional Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
33. flexible Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
34. suaaestible Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
35. reflective Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
36. patient Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
37. opinionated Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
38. brave Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
39. cautious Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
40. tolerant Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
41. drua addicts Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
42. careful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
43. suspicious Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
44. self-centered Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
45. unaffected Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
46. adventurous Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
47. sly Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
48. curious Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
49. industrious Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 ·2 3 4 5
50. autocratic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
51. dirty Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
52. forQetful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
53. dlonifled Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
54. dissatisfied Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
55. handsome Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
56. apathetic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
57. suooornve Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
58. poor Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
59. whinv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
60. fickle Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
61. helpless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
62. lollv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
63. reliable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
64. vulnerable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
65. precise Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
66. alcoholics Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
67. smua Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
68. shallow Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
69. vindictive Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
70. helpful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
71. intelligent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
72. Inhibited Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
73. resentful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
74. optimistic Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
75. distractible Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
76. ignorant Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
77. pleasure-seeklno Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
78. inauthentic Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
79. riold Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
80. fun Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
81. strono Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
82. weak Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 , 5
83. polished Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
84. unkind Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
85. prudish Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
86. cheerful Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
87. opportunlstlc Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
88. scared Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
89. complicated Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
90. qood-natured Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
91. vicious Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
92. selfish Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
93. Iow self-esteem Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
94. fault-findino Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
95. moody Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
96. enterprlslnq Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
97. oratslno Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
98. serious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
99. spontaneous Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
100. active Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
101. freaky Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
102. sulky Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
103. efficient Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
104. shrewd Verycharacteristic Neither Very_ Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
105. conventional Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
106. unambitious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
107. boastful Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
108. aloof Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
109. sexy Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
110. silent Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
111. auarrelsome Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
112. natural Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
113. insiahtful Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
114. danaerous Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
115. deceitful Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
116. unstable Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
117. auiet Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
118. stern Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
119. emotional Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
120. want to be White Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
121. rude Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
122. soohisticated Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
123. show-off Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
124. anxious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
125. healthy Verycharacteristic Neither Very_Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
126. desperate Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
127. determined Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
128. fair-minded Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
129. superstitious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
130. spineless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
131. submissive Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
132. naQQinQ Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
133. sharp-witted Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
134. formal Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
135. retirinq Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
136. arournentative Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
137. reserved Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
138. fussv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 , 5
139. artistic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
140. witty Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
141. masculine Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
142. dreamv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
143. pessimistic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
144. forceful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
145. changeable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
146. clueless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
147. forgiving Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
148. sarcastic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
149. foolish Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
150. cruel Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
151. unexcitable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
152. unrealistic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
153. modest Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
154. different Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
155. strong-willed Very characteristic· Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
156. hasty Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
157. lonely Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
158. unlucky Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
159. bitter Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
160. cold Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
161. honest Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
162. open-minded Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
163. pleasant Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
164. outspoken Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
165. robust Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
166. hiuh-strunc Vervcharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
167. self-pitying Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
168. intolerant Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
169. polished Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
170. daring Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
171. humorous Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
172. uniaue Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
173. blustery Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
174. Interesting Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
175. capable Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
176. complaining Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
177. aooressive Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
178. interests wide Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
179. isolated Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
180. lmaolnatlve Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
181. initiative Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
182. loud Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
183. unintelliqent Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
184. thrifty Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
185. adaptable Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
186. considerate Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
187. strong Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
188. reasonable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
189. compassionate Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
190. stubborn Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
191. cowardly Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
192. like to dance Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
193. effeminate Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
194. shy Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
195. defensive Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
196. slow Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
197. have olerclnos Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
198. sympathetic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
199. scatterbrained Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
200. feminine Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
201. temperamental Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
202. interests narrow Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
203. imitative Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
204. tense Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
205. mock Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
206. Gothic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
207. violent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
208. innocent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
209. understandino Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
210. despondent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
211. tactless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
212. oitiful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
213. restless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
214. mannerly Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
215. stolid Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
216. unhappy Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
217. simple Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
218. unscrupulous Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
219. distressed Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
220. confident Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
221. obllqinq Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
222. peaceable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
223. contented Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
224. assertive Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
225. frank Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
226. shy Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
227. confused Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
228. steady Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
229. loyal Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
230. calm Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
231. crazy Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
232. stlncv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
233. nerdv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
234. responsible Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
235. self-confident Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
236. oricinal Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
237. moderate Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
238. thankless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
239. informal Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
240. stable Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
241. relaxed Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
242. kind Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
243. lnsolrlno Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
244. outcome Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
245. irritable Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
246. suicidal Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
247. unfriendlv Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
248. warv Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
249. mature Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
250. calm Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
251. bossy Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
252. timid Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
253. idealistic Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
254. hurried Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
255. worrving Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
256. tactful Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
257. infantile Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
258. adventurous Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
259. friendlv Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
260. realistic Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
261. out-ooinq Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
262. clever Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
263. foolish Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
264. talkative Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
265. practical Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
266. wild Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
267. careless Verycharacteristic . Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
268. unassumino Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
269. mild Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
270. leisurely Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
271. easv-oolno Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
272. irresponsible Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
273. coarse Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
274. oultnno Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
275. hard-headed Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
276. coconuts Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
277. headstrong Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
278. funky Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
279. energetic Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
280. arrogant Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
281. sentimental Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
282. religious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
283. touchy Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
284. versatile Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
285. nervous Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
286. deliberate Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
287. frivolous Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
288. attractive Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
289. evasive Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
290. absent minded Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
291. awkward Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
292. thouqhtful Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
293. reiected Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
294. Qentle Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
295. flirtatious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
296. borina Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
297. progressive Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
298. trustinQ Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
299. unselfish Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
300. danno Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
301. soft-hearted Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
302. conscientious Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
303. spunky Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
304. painstakina Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
305. lazv Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
306. wise Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
307. rouah Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
308. perseverina Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
309. sincere Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
310. impulsive Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
311. poised Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
312. mischievous Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
313. hostile Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
314. normal Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
315. sociable Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
316. Quick Very characteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
317. withdrawn Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
318. commonplace Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
319. excitable Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
320. self-denvina Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
321. conceited Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
322. logical Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
323. demanding Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
324. self-punishing Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
325. rational Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
326. undependable Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
327. organized Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
328. foresiqhted Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
329. prejudiced Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
330. strance Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
331. obnoxious Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
332. wholesome Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
333. ecotlstlcal Verycharacteristic Neither VeryUncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
334. preoccupied Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
335. oloomv Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
336. severe Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
337. affected Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
338. lnqenious Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
339. thorouah Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
340. funny Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
341. tOUQh Verycharacteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
342. affectionate Verycharacteristic Neither VerY Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
343. planful Verycharacteristic Neither VerY Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
344. reorefful Verycharacteristic Neither VerY Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
345. charmina Verycharacteristic Neither VerY Uncharacteristic
346. speak English 1 2 3 4 5
most of the time Verycharacteristic Neither VerY Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
347. dull Verycharacteristic Neither VerY Uncharacteristic
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1 2 3 4 5
348. warm Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
349. extroverted Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
350. couraoeous Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
351. alert Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
352. rebellious Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
353. enthusiastic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
354. individualistic Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
355. shiftless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
356. cool Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
357. uninhibited Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
358. peculiar Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
359. diverse Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
360. fracile Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
361. reckless Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
362. conservative Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
363. disorderly Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
364. civilized Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
365. hard-hearted Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
366. dominant Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
367. oood-looklno Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
368. independent Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
369. out of control Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
370. self-seekina Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
371. areedy Very characteristic . Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
372. auillv Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
1 2 3 4 5
373. unemotional Very characteristic Neither Very Uncharacteristic
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